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Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Henry David Thoreau once said that
things don't change, people do.
Thomas J. .Manis just doesn't hold to
that theory, or maybe the last part of it.
Old Thomas hasn't changed.
"I'm bringing 1812 back to Calloway
County," Manis said as he stood by the old
copper kettle. Inside the rusty old kettle
was a sweet-smelling and bubbling liquid.
They used to do it a lot. Home-made
apple butter has vanished. It's fallen pre);
to automation, just like the horses and
buggies. And like cornbread and but-
termilk, blacksmiths and the old butter
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Several Tappan Union members gathered at the Murray City Hall this morning to protest alleged mistreatment ofpicketers by city police. Police Chief Brent Manning, right, explains his position to a union member while Mayor JohnScott listens. 




gate, with Holmes and Darnell on the hood.
Holmes reportedly remained on the hood
until the car came to a stop, about midway
across the parking lot, but Darnell was
said to have rolled off.
According to statements by police chief
Brent Manning, Wilson, was not moving
very fast, 5-10 miles per hour, when he
sent through the gate, and did not gun his
motor until after he was clear of the crowd
of men. Manning also said in his statement
The altercation marked the second In-
cident in recent days involving striking
union members and local law enforcement
officers.
Friday, 4gcal and state officers detained
41 pickets who were blocking a railroad
entranee- to-41w Tappan Company 's
warehouse on Spruce Street The union
members were later released and no
charges have been filed at this time.
The Friday protest was an attempt to
halt the movement of ten loaded boxcai s
from inside the warehouse.
Circuit Court Judge James M. Lassiter
had issued a temporary injunction Friday
morning which prohibited members of the
union from attempting to block the
movement of the box cars.
Union workers have been on strike at the
local plant since June 23 when .the untbn
membership voted not to ratify a new
three-year contract with Tappan. The
" contract offer was defeatettkky_te 243 to. "grionft-&ternamiwitentiffesli traffitirtfleigPtigTVetiillf-SelP154"4='M Et a. Mine% meeting -
---,
By- DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Efforts were made this morning by
appan union members to obtain an arrest
arrant against a Murray City Police
ficer, after accusing him of striking two
-keters-with -his- police -ear .
At noon today, no derision had been
cached by County Attorney Sid Easley on
hether to issue the warrant: Easley said
that possibly warrantssinight be issued
against both the police officer and the
ickets. before County Attorney Easley that 
Wilsonp 
told him he talked to the men before goingEasley said the _problem centered
around the fact that there were more -through the gate, Which 
witnesses at the
pickets on duty -7at the plant this morning scene strongly denied.
than are permitted under a temporary. Manning later said in his 
statement that
he did not ,actually see how the two menrestraining order issued last week by
ended up on the hood of Wilson's car,Circuit Judge James Lassiter. About 15-20 •
men were at the plant this morning, and because he was behind 
Ernestburger's
order allows only three at each en- truck as the three vehicles 
went through
- 
.trance to the plant. the gate.
-7 The CofiffOntation` Carrie When a COM- — AccOrding affadiivit, he told-
alleged that the picket line would not allow
his truck to enter the plant parking lot, at
about 6:50 a.m. today.
Opposing sides have different accounts
of what happened at about 6:50 am. today.
Union spokesmen said this morning that
they were gathered at Second and Olive
Streets, about 15-20 men in the group, and
police cars circled the block several times.
Then, according to the union's side of the
. story. Police Chief Brent Manning arrived,
and conferred shortly with Sgt. Billy
t
Wilson. Wilson then entered his police
.,
._ ruiser, according to witnesses, rolled up
is window, and proceeded to drive
through the gate at Second and Olive into
the Tappan parking lot. Bobb), Holmes and
By ApitealS_ CQUri Ralph Darnell were, according to wit-nesses, in front of the police car when- wawa appeared_ th slow_ down,. then, - ' gunned his motor" and went through the _
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Court
of Appeals ruled today that President
Ford's tariff of $2 per barrel on imported
oil is illegal. The court said Congress has
not delegated to the President the
authority to impose such a tariff.
The court ruling, in a 2-1 decision, was
brought on by a lawsuit filed by the gover-
nors of several Northeastern states again-
st the Federal Energy Administration,
which administers the tariff.
Former President Richard M. Nixon had
initiated a graduated scale of fees on im-
ported oil in 1973 to replace the direct
quotas which had limited imports since
1959.
Last February, President Ford imposed
a tariff of $1 per barrel on crude oil in a bid
to restrain the demand for imported oil
which had quadrupled in price since
Nixon's moderate fee schedule.
Ford added a second dollar per-barrel
tariff on crude oil in May, plus a tariff of 60
cents per barrel on imported refined
products.
Ford's tariffs have been estimated to in-
crease the price of consumer petroleum
products around three cents per gallon. a
Ford had held in reserve a third round ot
oil tariffs, and Federal Energy Ad-
ministrator Frank G. Zarb had talked
recently of removing the present tariffs to
counteract any inflationary impact from
the anticipated end of price controls on
domestic oil.
The oil import tariffs were challenged
last Feb. 4, only three days after the first
round was imposed, by the governors of
eight states: Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Maine, New Jersey, New York, Pen-
nsylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
On Feb. 21, U.S. District Judge John H.
Pratt upheld the oil tariffs and refused to
enjoin the government against collecting
them
But the U.S. Appeals Court now has
reversed that decision and invalidated the
tariffs.
"We recognize that we are overturning
an honest attempt by the President to find
a solution to a difficult crisis," said the
opinion by Judge Edward A. Tanun, with
Judge Harold Leventhal concurring.
But the opinion added that "the normal
checks and balances on each branch of
government" could not be suspended by
citing national security or emergency.
Congress has not authorized the
President to impose the oil tariffs, the
court said, adding "our laws were not
established merely to be followed only
when times are tranquil."
The decision pointed out that "the
President could have moved against this
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Deaths & Funerals   12
- Cloudy and Warm
Partly cloudy and warm today through
Tuesday with slight chance of showers and
thundershowers, mostly in the afternoon
and evening -hours. High today and
Tuesday in the upper 80s to low 90s. Low
tonight in the upper 60s. Wednesday warm
with chance of thundeshowers.
Apple Butter Making Brings Back 1812
tie never did say which was the older._ he
or the old copper kettle. But it would have
been interesting.
-Gonna be doing it again Tuesday,"
Manis said. "Folks ought to come out and
see it." •
So if you're driving down the Pottertown
Road next Tuesday, go to the first curve
paandst 
the
ep aetarthve.first house on the right just
Park .your car where you can't see it.
Then get out and don't look around at the
electric and phone wires. Take a deep
breath and a taste of apple butter and you
know what? It's 1812 right here in
Calloway County.
churn, all the things that once brightened
life have been swallowed up by what some
people call "progress."
"We started out with a kettle full of
apples and 20 pounds of sugar," Manis
grinned as he wiped away a little apple
butter from his mouth. I bet I could take
this old copper kettle and my firewood and
go up on the square and nobody would no
what was going on."
That's probably true. But it's something
everyone should see.
Behind the old copper kettle was a truck
load of hickory firewood:" Behind the
copper kettle stood Manis and his wife,
Myrtle.
WATCH IT BUBBLE — The _ _ ole crew gathers around to watch the apple but.-__.;
ter as it bubbles and boils in'the old copper iettlei From left to right are Myrtle
AitaCnT,- Tho Mai" I. Mant,Rhberr lCirihtTrieTrU and-Ha riilintAirn
•'We borrowed the kettle off Plummer
Futrell. I sold it to him 20 years ago,"
Manis said.
With Manis was neighbor Robert
Mohundro. While Mrs. Manis stirred the
apple butter, Mohundro told where the
stirring stick came from.
"I tore down this old barn a few cars
ago," Mohundro said. It was enough to
make you want to break out in a chorus of
"Grandma's Featherbed" or "Thank God
I'm a Country Boy."
Been making apple butter all •
Manis said.
"Wife's made no 'tellin how n.a:.
gallons of it," the 75-year-old Manis add).
Olive that they would have to move, and
then proceeded to drive slowly through the
gate. He said that someone then opened
'the door to his car and attempted to pull
him out, and at that point he speeded up his
entrance to the plant.
A decision was expected to be reached
this afternoon on whether or not to issue
warrants for any of those involved in the
confrontation.
Homeowners in Calloway County are
spending a record amount .these days on
the Miiiiiteiiiinreand improvement ot their
properties. 
_ .
Because economic conditions have put
new homes out of the reach of some
families, the trend has been to do the next
best thing-- put moreTnoney into sprucing
up their present dwellings.
In the past year alone, their outlay for
alterations, additions, repairs and
replacements came to an estimated,
$3,708,000, the figures indicate.
The estimate is based upon a sampling
survey of dwellings in all sections of the
country, conducted by the Department of
Comrnerce, and upon data from other
sources.
The figures show that the average ex-
penditure for residential improvements in
Calloway County's regional area came to
about $338 per housing unit, as against $297
the year before. Elsewhere in the United
States it was $403 per unit.
Those were the averages. In individual
cases, the outlay ranged considerably
above and below that amount. The reason
A second contract offer was defeated by
the membership by a vote of 325 to 177
during a meeting held last Tuesday.
At this point, no plans have been
revealed for further negotiating sessions
between Local 1068 and Tappan. Federal
mediator Walter Baer said following a
session July 25 that he could "only forsee
many more weeks or months of continuing
strike."
is that most homeowners go in for major
iin-Prpvementz and reDairs in one year and
then may do little or nothing along that line
for a year or two thereafter.
Nationally, the Commerce Department
reports, a record $21.1 billion went for
home improvements in 1974. That was 14
percent more than in the previous year.
Over $12.6 billion of it was spent for
construction improvements, such as
alterations, replacements and additions.
The other $8.5 billion was for maintenance
and general repairs, with nearly half of it
going for painting and decorating. The rest
went for plumbing, roofing, heating and
air conditioning equipment and
miscellaneous.
Of the $3,708,000 that was spent in
Calloway County in the year, about
$2,225,000 was for alterations and additions
and approximately $1,483,000 for repairs
and maintenance, it is estimated, based
upon the overall breakdown.
Many of these jobs are being tackled by
the homeowners themselves. They are
aided by the current availability of ready -
to-install units and equipment.
S
. THE ITNAL TEST — Thomas Pidanis takaw-a-spoonftrt.o•-00w-finWhed-projert3p---: _SI MIRING WITH A BARN -a- The Wit made stirrer that Myrtle Manis used ns
le butter. And.you can tell by the look on his that_ffics_ iticlunego-ftip--
stir the home_malic_flpsge_biotp,  was rn;Jde from a barn_that mas-tom dnwo lay-a —["--
apple butter.And .Thomas Manis says, "It ain't like that you get in stores:"neighbor. Harold Mohundro. - Staff Photos by Mole Brandon
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Holston The Man On American Fashion
NEW YORK (AP) - The
designer who made classics
out of sweater seta, chiffon
caftans and matte jersey
halter dresses declares: "I
dress the who's who of the
'fashion in:Tact"-
Who is he? Why Roy H.
Frolich, naturally.
Well, perhaps he's better
known as Balaton. That's
what he's called by
customers like Jacqueline
Onassis, Betty Ford,
Lauren Bacall and Li7.11
Minelli.
Hardly anyone
disputes that Halston is the
hottest American designer
going. He's even giving St.
Laurent, Paris' current
Numero Uno, a run for his
money.
How does he explain his
success?
"The affluent American
woman of taste - all my
clients - wants to dress
simply," be says matterof-
factly. 9- cleaned up
American fashion, made it
more simple and un-
derstandable."
In seven years, Halstoo
has moved from top hat
designer at Bergdorf's to
the king of an empire called
Habitix] Enterprises which
now markets perfume,
men's wear, luggage, furs,
wigs and soon, the official
uniforms for the U.S.
Olympic Team.
SOO fru) producla. with
--the chic Balaton label are
expected to be $60 million
this coming year.
"I've always been a
success," sighs Ralston,
slipping his silver lens sun
glasses down on his nose.
"From the moment I
started I had 10 times the
amount of fame and fortune
I ever wanted."
Ralston, 43 and male
fashion model, talks in an
Eastern lockjaw accent no
one ever heard in his native
Indiana and is proud to the
point of arrogance about his
talent and status. But he's
careful to confer a little
credit to the celebrated
women who wouldn't dare
appear in public without his
sweater dresses,
ultrasuede pants suits and
slinky jerseys.
"It's the client that
makes fashion. The
designer only suggests.






always, I am absorbed in
them. They are so beautiful
and every year there is a new
bulb that is delightful. I
always want each one as Hook
at it, and tentatively make out
my order. Then I begin-
gradually cutting it down as I
realize! simply do not have the
room for all the beauties in the
catalog
Sime of the nest daffodils
are fantastic, in size, color and
shape. But have you noticed
the little eMest-There are
some charming little daffodils
that can be used in groups in a
border, some of them only six
inches high. They come in the
same colors and varieties as
the larger ones and often have
more frail:ranee. Tvy a few of
these, you will love them
The rains of the weekend
really revived every growing
thing. Foliage is bright and
shiny, stems are standing up
straight and each plant looks
as if it is glad to be alive.
Coleus respond to plenty of
water so quickly. Mter the
heat of the 94 degree tem-
perature they looked wilted at
the end of the day, but a good
Ci (3 0 01
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Start picking off all the
blossoms as soon as they fade.
From now on the plants will
need all their strength to put
out new flowers, instead of -
going to seed. The plants will
be on the decline in a few,
weeks.
If you want to save seed
from any of them, let one
particularly fine blossom stay
on the plant until it is com-
pletely mature and nearly
dry. Then cut it and put it
aside for seed and continue to
cut off all other blossoms as
they mature. This will make
for a healthier plant and
longer blooming period.
waking in the evening would
make the leaves stand within
minutes. You can almost see
them drinking in the refresh-
ment.
And again let me remind
you that a sprinkling does
more harm than good. Soak
thoroughly when you water
the plants. Only then can you
be assured that it will go deep
enough to supply the roots
with needed moisture.
And if you have a bird bath,
remember to keep it filled.
The water evaporates this hot
weather How the birds do
love to splash and splatter!
Every weed you pull or cut
now means several dozen that
you won't have next
year. Just after a rain is a
fine time to pull them up roots
and all. It is a constant battle
to keep weeks and grass out of
our flower beds, but a little
extra work now will really pay
off. A weed left in the ground
now will certainly spread its
seed around to make many
more weeds in the spring.
41:1 Z rise Mures.,
14elper P 'Thum
Balaton patiently explained
while sitting behind his
huge desk in a barren office
with mirrors for wallpaper.
"Rich women don't want
to look-rich. It's bad taste to
be too high style or over-
dressed in the day time. My
clothes help a woman to
blend in with what is
happening in the world."
Unlike some designers
who hob nob with the
socialites they dress,
Ralston says he prefers to
stay away from the party
scene (although his iihoto
appears constantly in
Women's Wear-Daily,
chronicler of jetset party
crowd.)
"I'm not going to provide
an escort service for some
client," said an incensed
Ralston when asked if be
was ever invited as the
"extra man" at dinners. "I







Baby Girl Boddy (mother
Peggy R.), Rt. 1, Benton, Baby
Boy Hosford (mother Brenda
J.), Rt. 5-Bx 2331A, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Alhe L. Futrell, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, William H. Williams,
1606 Keenland Dr., Murray,
Miss Michele A. Howard, Town
House Apt., No. 15, Morgan
field, Brooks A. Underwood, Rt.
2, Hazel, Leonard R. Barrow,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Carla E. Rogers, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Martha A. Houston, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lou Gibbs,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Katherine
J. Mathis, Bx 241, Benton, Mrs.
Katherine M. Manning, 520 W.
Main, Morganfield, Mrs.
Bernice A. Mathis and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Ruth F.
Cunningham, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Betty G. Lamb and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Buchannan, Tn.,
Mrs. Janet S. Ferguson, New
Concord, Mrs. Dorothy B.
Holland, Rt. 3, Murray, Billy J.
Grooms, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Jimmy D. Bucy, 901 Sunny
Lane, Murray, Charles H.
Bazzell, Rt. 1-Box 300, Murray,
Mrs. Janice F. Cathey, Rt. 2-
Box 76, Murray, Mrs. Pearl
West, 1631 Miller Ave., Murray,
Nuel McNutt, 526 S. 7th., Mur-
ray, Guias W. Tidwell, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah Hamilton,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Louise F.
McCuiston, New Concord, Mrs.
Myrtle A. Smith, Rt. 5-Box 2330,
Murray, Troy Nickles, 801 N.
20th., Murray, Conrad G.
Wallis, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs.




Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Burkeen of Murray Route Three an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Karen, to Jimmy In Kelso, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Kelso of Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending Murray State College.
Mr. Kelso, also a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed at the Murray Tire Mart, East Main Street,
Murray. •
The wedding will take place on Saturday, August 30, at eight p.
- iv:t the'StfgarCreffBitrotilt Ciiiiidhwiffi a ieCePIrcii to Milo's', in
the basement of the church.




by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
MAKING NUTRMON EDUCATION EXCITING
One of today's most exciting
developments in education is find-
ing application in nutrition
education. It's called "values
clarification -a very academic-
sounding phrase. but an important
one, to be sure.
The best quick •description of
what values clarification is all
about, in my opinion, comes from
Kent State College's Dr Michael
Haro. who says, "The approach in
education used to be. 'This is the
knowledge and this is what you do
with it.' But now we say. 'This is
the knowledge-what ate you
going to do about t?'"i 
WHY IS. this concept an impor-
tant tool in nutrition education' It
is because one of the most impor-
tant nutritional needs of a school
child is to be aware that "food is
something more than something to
eat."
As Josephine Martin. Ad-
ministrator of School Food Service
Homemaking: The
55-hour week
Ever wonder what happens
to all the time that time-sav-
ing appliances are supposed
to save?
Well relax. Today's home-
makers are not inefficient;
they're just doing more than
ever for their families.
TIME USE SURVEYS re-
ported in Scientific American
Cl
Melinda Gallimore, seventh grade student at Puryear
School and, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Gallimore,
bet poster that won the fienty County 4-H Contest
and placed third in the West Tennessee Contest in the 1975
Four-H Dairy Foods 'Poster Contest She has been a 4-it
member for four years. Her poster said "Take lintarTiii
Milk—ft's A Natural." _
'show that today's homemaker
who is not employed outside
the home actually spends
more time in family-related
tasks than women did in the
1920s - SS hours a week now
as opposed to 52 hours then
Homemakers did spend
five more hours per week on
meal preparation and clean-
up 50 years ago, but more
time is spent today in child
care, shopping and other
managerial tasks. Laundry
takes more time too.
•In spite of automatic wash-
ers and dryers and permanent
press finishes, doing today's
laundry takes slightly longer,
presumably because people
have more clothes; nnw and
they wash them more often.
WOMEN WHO DO work
outside the home, about 40 per
cent of married women, spend
26 hours a week on tiouse-
work, in contrast to the 55




women spend more time on
"catch-up housework over
weekends. Nonemployed
women spend about an hour a
day more on weekend house-





may have larger families and/
or younger children.
• Employed women may
get more help from other
members of the family.
• Employed women may
• be able- to- use their earnings
to buy laborsaving derricks or
services of others.
in the State of Georgia's Depart-
ment of Education, says: "A
young person cannot be perceived
as a deficit system that will be
filled simply by making the food
available and telling him to eat.
Young people need to know why.
They must be active in their own
learning about food through the
process of nutrition education.
"Food represents many things
to children It may represent
security During the school years,
young people are seeking security
If the child's security needs are
not met elsewhere, food may be
the answer.
"THE LONELY teenage girl
who considers herself unattractive
may find security in food; if so she
may eat until obese The small
child who comes from an over-
protected home or from a home
without love seeks love through
food and the people who serve
him.
"There is no greater sign of love
than through the gift of food. The
way it is served may reflect love,
or conversely it may reflect hate
For many children food is a
reward or a punishment. If a child
is good. he is rewarded with his
favorite food; if he is bad, food is
withheld.
"FOOD MAY be an escape or a
vehicle for socialization.
Loneliness may be lost in a sea of
eating or friendships may be
enlarged through the activity of
food and eateng together. Yes,
food during the school years is
much more than something to
eat."
Mr., Mrs. Buckingham Honored,
Open House On 50th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Buckingham 01 1123 Circariuna
Drive were honored on their
fiftieth wedding anniversary
with in open -bailie hosted filf
their children, Mr. and Mrs. W.
L Polly and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ray Buckingham, all of
Murray.
The scene of the special oc-
casion was the lovely home of
Mr. and Mrs. Polly at 1524
Oxford Drive on Sunday,
August 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Buckingham
were married August 1, 1925.
She is the former Louise Cowan.
They have resided in Murray
for many years and have been
In business here. In addition to
their daughter, Mrs. Polly
(Margaret) and their son,
Robert Ray, they have one
granddaughter, Mrs. Jerry
(Sheila) Grogan of Springfield,
Tenn., two grandsons, David
and Mark Buckingham, and two
great grandchildren, Eric,and
Heather Grogan.
Guests were greeted at the
door by Mr. Polly and Mrs.
Robert Ray Buckingham, and
Invited to meet the honored
couple along with their
daughter and son. Mrs.
Buckingham chose to wear a
blue crepe floor length dress
with chiffon sleeves and a
yellow orchid corsage. Both
their daughter and daughter-in-
law were dressed in floor length
dresses.
Refreshments were served in
gold and crystal appointments
the-tabie-overleid
imported Irish linen cutwork
cloth and centered with an
arrangement of yellow roses in
a gold and crystal container.
One hundred and seventy-five
guests called during the af-
ternoon hours oi two to five p.  
m.
Out of town guests were Mr.
ct.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK Caner of Apiculture
Here's some tips tfin rnak
ing a grocery shopping list
from UK Extension spe
cialists in consumer econo
mies. An effective shopping
list should grow steadily
during the week -• keep a
note pad in the kitchen to jot
down needed supplies. Check
the menus and recipes you
plan to serve the following
week for items that must be
purchased. Add advertised
specials to the list when they
offer savings and when the
items fit your overall menu
plan. Before leaving for the
market, organize the list ac-




available all the year round
The canned cranberry sauces
-jellied and whole berry-are
available in low calorie ver-
sions too. Cranberry juice
cocktail, high on the list of
thousands of people as a
thirst-quencher, also is pack-
ed in a low-cal version
Cranberrynrange relish and
cranberry-apple drink, as well
as other cranberry-blend
drinks, are among Wier na-
tionally available products.
and Mrs. Jerry Grogan and
children, Eric and Heather,
Springfield, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. -Joe Forrester and
'children, Midi, --Joyce; and
Mark, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Forrester, Nashville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Wilmuth Weeks, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Moerta, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Wimberly, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Cowan and children, Collen
and Mike, Royal Oak, Mich.;
Mrs. Pat Laickinbill, Chicago,
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Archie White,
Benton; Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Williams, Mrs. Bettye Summer,
Camden, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Foote, Tupelo, Miss.; Mr.
and Mrs. Loren Chilcutt, Mrs.
Kenneth Russell, Mrs. To
Middleton, Mr. and Mrs. James
Freeman, Mt. add -Mrs. I. W.
Adams, Mrs. Nell Cowan, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Freeman, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Yates, Dick
Spalding, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Herman, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Moon, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Buckingham, Mr. and Mrs.
Drury McSwain, and Mrs.
Frances Williams, all of Paris,
Tenn.
U. S. Wasting Food
Consumers in this country may be wasting food
purchased for the home on an average of $100 per
person per year, according to studies in Tucson,
Arizona, conducted by the Department of Anthropol-
ogy of the University of Arizona.
Of the 9538 tons of edible food wasted in a year
by-the 450,000 citizens of Tucson, it is estimated that
more than 60 per cent is straight waste of foods such
as a loaf of bread, a single steak, unopened cans of
food. This food might have been consumed if proper-
ly stored, prepared and served.
The remainder of the waste is plate scrapings
and trimmings which are difficult to save. Professor
William J Rathje, who directs the project "Le
Project du Garbage," now in itithird year, has esti-
mated that between $9 and 511 million was wasted in
a year's time in Tucson alone.
There is little or no waste in areas where
incomes are at the poverty level, but in homes where
incomes are above the poverty level, it is estimated
that the waste can rim as high as 25qo ci food pur-
chased.
Contrary to expectations, when food prices go
up, the study found that waste increases in areas
whare•titis Somme it-greater. This could-be due to the -
fact residents are changing shopping and menu pat-
terns in an effort to keep the food budget in line,
purchasing food in bulk and being unable to store it
properly.
(Reprinted from The Consumer's Right To












In Spite of 'Tight Money". .
"Are you telling us
a homeowner can
still get a large losui?"
mgt h 
Even with today's money crunch, we can loan
you a lot of cash. . . now. For any purpose You
have in mind. Because you're a homeowner.
Let's face it, when it comes to loaning really big
money these days, we have good news for people
like you. So call or stop by. You'll find that
though others are tightening down, we're still
giving a lot of credit to homeowners.
Try us for size!
• loans and financing to $4,500.

















$3,500 so $00.41 86.47460 18.63%
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By Abigail Van _Buren
Abby Has Low View of
High-rise Relationship
DEAR ABBY: 1 certainly don't agree with the advice
you gave THE GIRL ACROSS THE WAY. Her apartment
faced a 10-story high rise. She could see into the apartment
of a gentleman who was always alone. Since she is alone,
too, she asked you how she could meet him. You told her to
pull down her shade and forget it.
Abby, that's the trouble with this world. If more people
met strangers half way, there would be a lot less loneliness.
I would have told that girl to put a big sign in her window
as follows: "WHAT'S YOUR PHONE NUMBER?"
FRIENDLY IN PHILLY
DEAR FRIENDLY: That kind of "friendliness" is
asking for big trouble. Exhibiting such a sign in a large city
might be too "successful" to succeed.
DEAR ABBY: Shame, shame, shame"'! This is 19?-5,
and I am disgusted' with your old-fashioned advice to the
28-year-old woman who inquired about the best way to meet
an apparently lonely gentleman across the way.
A little casserole, a bottle of wine and a knock on his door
*ill tell her all she wants to know.
Wake up, Abby. Honesty is still the best policy. What's
*tong with saying, "Hey, I'm lonely?"
CATHY INBARBERTON, 0.
DEAR CATHY: "A little casserole, a bottle of wine and a
knock on the door" sounds like Little Red Riding Hood
revisited-complete with wolf.
I'm all for honesty, honey. But I believe in safety first.
DEAR ABBY: I was saddened by the cold finality with
which you dismissed GIRL ACROSS THE WAY's letter.
. May I offer a solution?
Honey, if you want to meet that dude, hang a sign outside
..„._,Stnamotiiatiositatit,,tastgaft.. QtatifigALLaula. afaigillar-C11-
maybe a safer, "Meet you at the corner drug store in 16
minutes."
. If he doesn't show up, THEN she can pull down her shade
and forget him. •
LIBERATED IN SANTA ROSA, CALIF,
' DEAR ABBY: I have a solution for GIRL ACROSS
THE WAY. I'm in advertising and believe in it.
If I were that girl, I'd put a big sign in my window,
reading, "GOOD MOVIE ON CHANNEL 6 AT 8 P.M .-
And even if the gentleman responds with a sign that
reads, -IT'S A RERUN,- at least she's gotten his attention
and might get something going.
FT. SMITH, ARK.
DE"AR ABBY:' Where does that 28-year-old, lonely
working girl live? She wants to meet a guy she sees across
the way and says she doesn't even care how old he is.
She sounds like my kind of gal. I'm 56 and could use some
female companionship.
If she's in the state of Rhode Island, I'll go get her.
IN PROVIDENCE
DEAR ABBY: 141111,prollieel4t1e hearing from a tot el
kooks who will be blasting you fc;r,telling that girl across
the way to pull down her shade and forget the guy she sees
sitting in his apartment night after night all alone
Well. I applaud your good sense! Lord only knows what
hind of nut he could be.
; I'm not saying he couldn't turn out to be a very nice
person, but it sure isn't worth the gamble.
Sign this, "Fools rush in where angels fear to tread,- or
NOBODY'S FOOL IN SEATTLE
DEAR NOBODY'S: Thanks. I needed that.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped I20t) envelope.
Swim Party And Salad Supper Is
Held At Jobs' Home By Sorority
A swirri party and salad made lo purchase one item fOr
supper were the highlights of each school.
the July 22 meeting of Tau Phi Final plans were made for the
Lambda Sorority, Omicron Sorority dance to be held
Alpha Chapter. These events August 23 from eight to 12 p. m.
.Loretta _1st --the-.1ilaudznasz
PCA GUEST SPEAKER — j. C. McCurdy (center), director of the Non-Credit Program Extension
Division with the University of Missouri, was the guest speaker at the 42nd annual Jackson Pur-
chase Production Credit Association stockholder's meeting held Monday night at Mayfield
High School. With McCurdy are Cloys A. Hobbs, president of the association, and Charles




Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the youth room of the church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
.Alateen will meet at the
Macrame workshop will be at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from nine a. m. to
noon.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
church at ten a. m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
AA Order of the Eastern Star will
Program for sport of
Orienteering with the whole
family will be at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
9:30 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Officers of Senior Citizens will
meet at St. John's Center at 1:30
p.m. They are Lottie Bowden,
mary Gunton, Treva Washer,
Elizabeth James, Lillie Farris,
and Thyra Crawford.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet in the home of Peggy
Allgood' at* *seven p. rrt.- •••
Tuesday, August 12
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a. m. for senior citizens with
lunch at noon, table games at
one p. m., and shuffleboard at
6:30 p. m. Madie Vaughn will
give a demonstration on making
Velva Crepe flowers at St.
John's Center at 10:45 a. m..
General meeting of Senior
Citizens Arts and Crafts for
Almo and Dexter senior citizens





We may be great with customers, but we're
tough on ourselves.
We'll do more to make sure your
clothes come back really clean with that
like-new feel. We'll remove those spots and
stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either.
Like replacing missing or broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
linings wrinkle-free.
If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drycleaning business we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleaner. 
•••.r
After all, when you San done
look good, we look good. . ••••,,f••••••.s.rive•••••
Come see us now.
COUPON SAVINGS
2 Piece Suits or 159
Ladies Pants Suits' ea
linng on, nuntnes 1,, flj4C forpg.rn1 ,hi
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-The Cleaners Interested in You"
Available At A41 Boone's 6 locallonl
sorts INA130 & Mato
gib Se Poplar moss 5.1-
s Paul's OP Maio
• (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't change plan
methods without first Con-
sulting all concerned: Study
where changes ARE needed,






Christian Church will meet in
the church library at 10:30 a. m.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Milton Jones at 7:30 p. m.
The Community Center on
Haot 7;30 North 2nd Street will open at
p. m. An initiation will be helk-ImeleTt""tfiffirertiz"*:47
Murray Quota Club will meet Pottertown Homemakers
at twelve noon at the Triangle Club will have a luncheon at the
I. Colonial House Smorgasbord at
eleven a. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Fulton
Young at nine a. m., II with
Mrs. John Keel at ten a. m., and
III with Mrs. Edgar Price at
two p. rn.
Grace Baptist Church Women
is scheduled to meet at two p.
m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
have its Senior Citizens lun-
cheon at eleven a. m.
Wednesday, August 13
Senior Citizens of Dexter and
Alin° will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a. m
Ladies day luncheon Will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Tommy
Crisp as chairman of the
hostesses.
FOR CANNERS
When should a boiling-water-
bath be used? The boiling water
bath should be used for all acid
fruits and products made acid
with vinegar or lemon juice as
in. pickles and relishes and in
xaductii. that htve, a high
concentration of sugar such as
conserves, fruit butter and
preserves. Note: All meats,
fish, non-acid vegetables or
vegetables mixtures must be
processed in a pressure canner,
following the manufacturer's




FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 12, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11614
A day for action! Be sure your
energies are directed into
constructive channels. Don't
wait until errors are committed
before you get better organized.
TAURUS
(Apr. 2'1 to May 21)
A good period for introducing
new ideas; also for developing
those of others. Streamline your
activities with both quality and
productiity in mind.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures if you do not keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your key-
word today.
CANCER 
eel)( June 22 to Ally 23)
Some restraint in order. Also
some rechecking of plans.:
Prospects brightening in
several areas. Be sure to make
the most of them.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Balance, earnings against
expenditures; also study where
tactics, moves, .should be
altered, stepPed up or slowed
down. A day for thoughtful , 
YOU BORN TODAY are
ed endow with a fine intellect, aappraisal. 
magnetic personality, great
VIRGO ffp l-P.'• versatility and a brilliant sense
of humor. You are objective in
your thinking; would make an
excellent lawyer, judge or
business executive. You love
the theater and even though you
may not choose tile stage as a
career, your flair for the
dramatic will express itself in
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) • 
any field you choose. Especially
Don't abandan a project just in writing or as a composer of
because someone else may not MuSte wilT Chia* gift shine out.
_he ,etathiezi.2.tie _about ,t but Traits to curb: impulsiveness,
listen . to their ideas anywaY• overaggressiveness. -Virthdate
There COULD be some ar16's of: Robert Southy, Eng. Poet:
you have overlooked George Hamilton, film star.
7,e
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 nVeltic•
Dealings with others may
have their ups and downs: YOU
remain serene and tolerant.
Where things seem to be in a
slump, use your imagination to
inject new vigor.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Curb a tendency to be overly
critical. Don't look for flaws in
every matter that comes up.
Emphasize your tolerance and
steadiness.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 wws
Familiar matters favored
rather than new enterprises.
You may encounter tense
feelings in some areas. Keep
your balance and look at the
bright side of things.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2110 Feb. 19)
Put inferences, conceded
facts and other material
together and scrutinize well:
then you will be surer when you
make decisions and move
ahead.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
This will be a day calling for
good judgment. Do not let
unexpected situations ruffle you
and do not let yourself be
pushed into erroneous paths by
the prodding of others.
,,faens
4 tie •
house with Donna Garland
serving as co-hostess.
After the swim party and
salad supper, the president,
Cynthia Hart, called the
business meeting to order,
Fourteen members were
present and guests attending
were: Wanda Rolfe, Cyndi
Cohoon, Mary Beth Smith,
Paula Cook, Donna Johnson,
Jeanie Lossner and Joyce
Wright.
Discussion was held on the
service projects for the county
schools with a decision being
Southern Comfort will be the
band playing for the dance.
Carol McDougal will serve as
Chairman for the Little Miss
Kentucky Pageant which will be
held in the Spring of 1976.
The following members were
present: Martha Andrus, Edna
Bogard, Donna Garland, Jackie
Goodwin, Cynthia Hart, Sandra
Henry, Loretta Jobs, Jeanie
Lamb, Diana Lyons, Carol
McDougal, Peggy Shoemaker,
Glenda Smith, Ann Spann and
Dinah Westerman.
Cyndi Cohoon won the
doorprize.
Kuykendall Home Scene Coffee
Given In Honor Of Bride-elect
Another delightful courtesy
honoring Miss Sherry Williams,
August bride-elect, was a coffee
given between the hours of 9:30
and 11:00 o'clock on Saturday,






Jr., James Pierce, Harold
Beaman, Gary Wicker, Vernon
Butterworth, Newton Milam,
Sam Rodgers, Alfred Duncan
, JOSEPH GIRL
Rev. and Mrs. Roger Joseph
of Providence, Term., are the
parents of a baby girl, Lekeisha
Dawn, weighing seven pounds
fourteen ounces, born on
Monday, August 4, at General
Hospital, Jackson, Term.
The father is pastor of
Providence United Methodist
Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph of
Kirksey Route One and Mr. and
Mrs. James 0. Futrell of
Murray Route Eight. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Bizzell of Almo, Mrs
Suella Futrell of Murray, Ira
Joseph of Calvert City', and
Dempsey Beane of Mayfield.
and Joe N. Cohoon.
Guests were greeted by Mrs.
Kuykendall and received by
Miss Williams, her mother,
Mrs. Oren Williams, Mesdames
Joe Sims and Suella Futrell,
mother and grandmother in law
to be respectively. Each was
presented a corsage of baby
roses laced with ivy and baby
breath.
The elegant dining table was
covered with a outwork cloth.
An artfully arranged crystal
bowl of roses centered the table
surrounded by a varied
astosetftient,-of -debnae4e&meon-
sisting of melon balls,
strawberries, miniature ham
and biscuit, sausage balls and
pastries.
Miss Williams wore a floral
gown of blue and coral and was




Betty Jo Purdoin was
medalist at the regular ladies
day golf held Wednesday,
August 6, at the Murray
Country Club. Second place
went to Frances,Hulse.
Others named were' Patsy
Miller and Alice Purdom,.•
middle men, Frances Miller
and Jean Wilson, high, and Sue
Bert Ralph Smith, ten year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe R.
Smith of Elkins, W. Va., and
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
B. Smith of Murray, has been
chosen as train bearer to
Lynette Lee Evans of Mar-
tinsburg, W. Va., who will ser-
ve as Queen Silvia of the 39th
annual Mountain State Forest
'-----Festival to be held in Mins
October 1-5. Young Smith at-
tends Third Ward School in
Elkins where he is a fifth
grader, and his father is a Con-





Lit is volume psi.
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phenol 753.3075
Brown, low putts, according to Lnil NW Foam assail av awe a
Frances Hulse, golf hostess.
*FIRST LOAD IN OUR
mAyrAG DIAL-A-FABRIC
WASHERS
WASH 35' DRY 10'
• 1311111101 MN a Ptc.11
OPEN 8 to 10 P. M. SEVEN DAYS
No attendants: 8-10 82-5 r
HIGHLANDER MAYTAG









You can launder any washable fabric even handwashables and wool just by setting one dial
Our Maytag Dial-A.Fabrie anuihprs bring you convenience never passible before in a self-service
laundry Now you can launder 'am washable fabric just by setting one dial No time or tem-
perature guesswork Completely automatic, corhpletely programmed to give y_riu the right com-
bination of washing factors for the boat from delicate, and permanent press to heavy work
clothes Come in today and use our Maytag Ltill-A-Fabnc Washers
•
This etf-iints94e-preseatedl for yew free first soap. limit of one per customer. Now
do e9 year homey hors.I.. even hand washables, 
041 •
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It was bound to happen!
With all the changing in the
letter. postage rate in reedit
ears—from three gradually up to
1() cents—there always was a
chance that the wheel of fortune in
the Post Office headquarters
would stop half-way between two
numbers.
That's what a federal ad-
ministrative law judge has
proposed—to reduce the first
class postage charge to eight and
a half cents.
It may not be approved, but just
think of the consequences:
Did you put a tufor on that
letter?
(How else can you sell eight and
a half cent stamps except by
twos? And you can just bet that
soon that would be slanged or
colloquialized into an abbreviated
tufor, instead of two stamps for 17
cents.)
- Wilmington (N. C.) Star - News
Speed Trap
Mrs. Alfred Brauer, driving
from Chapel Hill to Durham,
became suddenly aware of a
tingle and a_ sound of dragging
beneath her automobile.
The sound persisted, and then
she heard an ominous BZZzzrr!
BZZzzrr! BZZzzrr ! of a police
siren. The patrolman, passing
her, signaled to Mrs. Brauer to
1-01--614'firsiti3p
"What seems to be the matter,
officer? I thought I was well
within the speed limit."
"You have gotten away with our
Today In History
It The
Today is Monday, August 11, the 223rd
day of 1975. There are 142 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, a formal peace an-
nouncement in Indochina ended more than
seven years of fighting between the Fren-
ch and the Vietnainb.
'Ca this date:
In 1857, the first Atlantic cable broke af-
ter 335 miles had been laid, and work was
halted until the next year.
In 1900, Victor Emmanuel became King
of Italy.
In 1928, Herbert Hoover accepted the
Republican nomination for President.
In 1935, Nazi storm troopers staged mass
demonstrations against Jews in Germany. -
In 1945, as the Pacific War was nearing
an end, the Allies informed Japan that its
surrender offer was acceptable.
In 1967, a vital highway and railroad
bridge on the outskirts of Hanoi, North
Vietnam was badly damaged by American
bombers.
Ten years ago: Rioting and looting
began in the Watts section of Los Angeles.
Five years ago: Chancellor Willy Brandt
of West Germany arrived in Moscow to
sign a non-aggression and cooperation
treaty with the Soviet Union.
One year ago: The new President,
Gerald Ford, was conferring with
Republican leaders about a choice for Vice
President.
Today's birthdays: President I.W. Abel
of the United Steelworkers Union is 67.
Financier Joseph Hirshhorn is 76.
Thought for today: Do you wish men to
speak well of you? Then never speak well
of yourself — Pascal, French scientist and
philosopher, 1623-1662.
Bitentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General George
Washington said he did not favor an in-
vasion of Nova Scotia since it would be an
act of conquest, contrary to the principles
of the rebelling American Colonies.
speed trap," the officer said.
"You ran over it. It's stuck under
your car." --




You are walking at night.
And it caresses you.
Poetry by nostril.
(The scent of honeysuckle.)
You are poking about in the
yard.
And it sweeps by on a breeze
you scarcely felt.
Olfactory bliss.
(The scent of wild roses.)
It is a smells good time oryear,
thanks to these two volunteer
vines that grow so lustily here.
Covet them, if not cultivate them.
Nothing so pleasing to the most
subtie of the senses is properly
called a weed
Oak Ridge (Tenn.) Oak Ridger
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose Is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLJNE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: I called Social Security three
times and asked the same question, and
received three different answers. What am
I supposes; to believe? Doesn't anyone at
Social Security learn from the same book?
Mrs. G.
Answer: This particular problem has
been brought to our attention an alarming
number of times. It is a fact that Social
Security employees are well schooled and
trained, yet many people receive incorrect
or incomplete information when they call.
We feel that the percentage of people who
arstnisinformed is a small percentage, in
ratio to the number of people who call
Social Security. Due to the large number of
people who call each day to Social Security
offices all over the country, it adds up to
many misinformed people. It is our
opiniong that top people in Social Security
are aware of this problem and are con-
tinuously working-on it. If you feel that you
received incorrect information from
VAN CURON
il.gr.e.e Dr_ IV° _
Coal Counties •
Worried About June
By S. C. Van Curon
Ry S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — The allocation of $27.4
million in surplus coal severance tax funds
to the coal-producing counties last week
made the county officials happy, but they
are still worried about what may happen
after next June 30.
The so-called "mountain amendment"
that provided for half the surplus above
the budget estimate to be distributed to the
counties on the basis of coal production
expires next June 30, the end of the present
CS
The $27.1 million allocation to the
counties means that the state collected
roughly $98.8 million severance tax from
coal during the past fiscal year that ended
June 30. The budget estimate was $44
million. You double $27.4 million, since the
state shares half the surplus with the
counties, and then add the $44 million to
obtain the $98.8 million total.
The mountain legislators coalition, led
by Hoover Dawahare of Vi'hitesburg and
Glenn Freeman of Cumberland led the
ill be up to the 1976 General „ I:share the surpl
us of the tax with the coal- Niwebiennium budget. revolt that forced Gov. Wendell Ford to
It w 
• initer'-s-Ekction
Assembly to pass new legislation if the
coal-producing counties are to share in the
severance tax. And the coal-producing
county officials aren't going to be happy
with the old bill of "half the surplus above
the budget estimate.."
The Revenue and Finance Departments,
who prepare the state budget, now have an
experience rating for the severance tax.
The governor could put all of this in his
next budget estimate, and there would be
little or nothing left to distribute to the
counties.
Fiscal courts in several coal-producing
counties have levied an occupational tax of
10 cents per ton on coal. The case is now.
Inforre the Kesatacky C.ouo4 Appeals -to--
test the constitutionality of such an or-
dinance.
, Officials of these counties want the state
to keep the present rate of the severance
tax, but to deduct the 10 cents per ton from
what the state is supposed to receive.
Under this plan the tax rate would still be
30 cents per ton or four per cent of the
tipple price, whichever is greater.
Under this plan the tax would be
equalized. If an additional 10 cents per ton
is levied by the counties on top of the state
tax, it might put coal producers in some
counties at a disadvantage in the market
place.
Coal operators for years have com-
plained that any severance tax would put
them at a disadvantage in the national
market. However., the energy shortage in
me last two years has about nullified this
old argument. But there is a limit to taxes
if the Kentucky coal industry is to retain
its healthy position.




Social Security, write to us. In general,
there are faults in Social Security
programs, as well as faults in the people
who oversee the program. But they, as we,
are human. It is Heartline's opinion that
most Social Security employees do their
Job well.
Heartline: Is it true that if you are 65 or
older and sell your home you may not have
to pay tax on the gain? P.R.S.
Answer: If you were 65 or older before
the date of the sale or exchange of your
principal residence, you may generally
choose to exclude from income all or part
of the gain. In order to claim this ex-
clusion, you must have owned or used the
property as your principal residence for at
least five years out of the eight years
before the sale. You can take advantage of
this provision of the tax law only once in
your lifetime. If you meet these
requirements, you can choose to exclude
the entire gain if you sell your home for
$20,000.00 or less. If it is sold for more than
$20,000.00, you still may exclude part of the
profit. For more details, see IRS
publication No. 523, "Tax Information on
Selling Your Home". The brochure is free
from your IRS office.
Let's Stay Well
• Safety Of Sweeteners
New scientific studies of the
effects of cyclamates and sac-
charin on humans and animals
are further proof of the safety of
these artificial sweeteners.
-There are now at least 28
studies world-wide on cycla-
mates which have been entirely
negative for cancer. Many of
them included saccharin, and
these were negative too." said
R:obert Kellen. president of the
Calorie Control Council. Seve
ral
of these studies merit attenti
on.'
, Researchers at t
he Havard
School of Public Health 
studied
coffee and tea drinking 
and
cancer of the lower urina
ry tract
In Massachusetts and
._filiadeiisland and. found no 
asso-
ciation between the canc
er arid-
the use of cyclamates a
nd sac-
charin . The results 
were
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M D
published in a recent issue of the
Journal of the National Cancer
Institute.
Scientists at the Medical ati-
lege of Union University in
Albany. N.Y., reported on a long-
term study in which cyclamates
and saccharin were being fed to
rhesus monkeys. The results, re-
ported a few months ago in the
English publication, Journal of
Food and Cosmetics Toxicology,
stated, "Our experience tends to
reinforce the mounting evidence
of noncarcinogenicity of cycla-
mate and saccharin."
In the same publication, scien-
tists at the National Institute of
Public Health of The Nether-
lands reported the results of tests
using a "high dole" of saccharin,.
on the bone marrow of hamsters
The researchers found no signifi-
cant statistical differences be-
going tests in Sweden to see if
the gum will aid smokers when
they are trying to quit tobacco.
Reports indicate that some users
of the gum get "hooked" on it.
The gum is not available in the
United States.
Q: Mrs. V N. asks how ex-
cessive sunlight damages skin.
A: The damage is two-fold.
The immediate effect LS the typi-
cal painful sunburn. The long-
range effect of repeated ex-
cessive exposure is interference
with the soluble collagen that
gives the skin its smitileness
Changes in the collagen may
result in wrinkles. ,Exixisure to
tritravidet i's esti:Wei -pee--
mature atrophy or thinning of
the fain.
EiLASINGAME
t)ween the controls and the tre-
ated animals
These additional reports of
studies by competent investiga-
tors have been supplied to the
federal Fond and Drug Adminis-
tration. Which is continuing its
review of safety of cyclamates
and saccharin for possible re-
lease for sale as sweeteners
Such -sweeteners have the ad-
ded betielit of taste improve-
ment of foods withotit increasing
their total caloric value, a sig-
nificant factor for people trying
to control their weight 'and ror
diabetics.
producing counties. The original budget
bill called for all of the coal county
legislators to end the rebellion.
The 1976 session of the General
Assembly will tell whether Dawahare and
his mountain legislative group won a
skirmish and not the war.
Gov. Julian Carroll has not said what he
will do about dividing the severance tax
with the coal producing counties if he is
elected to a full four-year term.
The coal counties, particularly those in
mountainous Eastern Kentucky,
traditionally have had financial troubles
since the taxable wealth is low in com-
parison to the rich farming areas of the
-state; and the-industrial areas:- — —
The surface of mountain land has small
taxable value, and real property tax is the
chief source of revenue for county
governments.
The coal producing counties argue that
the wealth, through coal production and
the severance tax, is produced in their
counties and that they are entitled to part
of the wealth. It's a depletion industry and
when the coal is gone, there will be little
,left to operate government.
• Gov. Carroll recently permitted the
counties to use their share of the severance
tax money for capital improvements such
as roads and bridges. Before he issued his
executive order, tax usage was limited to




Groucho Marx has been playing chess
with a lawyer friend for several years.
They were fairly evenly matched anti
would alternate at vinzing. Recently, the
Wierri game improvedand he began to
beat Groucho consistently. Groucho went
into Doubleday's in Beverly Hills and sent
the lawyer a book, "How to Win at Chess."
that was a month ago. Groucho and the
lawyer are once more evenly matched.
Sir Ralph Richardson says: "We actors
are the jockeys of literature. The
dramatist writes the plays, we try to make
them run." Manchester, England, News!
You can always tell a comedy writer in
Hollywood. He's the one with the little
statue of Norman Lear on his dashboard.
(Orben's Current Comedy)
Honolulu: The latest attraction in an
Hawaiian nightspot is billed as The
Stripping Strivens. A trio of striptease
dancers has been formed by Mrs. Ruby
Strivens, aged 95, her daughter, Marie, 39,
and granddaughter Ellen, 18.
A ventriloquist was telling a lot of Irish
jokes when aaimahrnan stood up in the
audience. "I'm sick to death of you making
us Irish out lobe idiots." "It's only a bit of
fun," said the ventriloquist. "I'm not
talking to you," said the Irishman, "I'm




U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" isidlestese (D)
U27 Mimi Bvikling
Washissyten, 0. C. 20510
U.S. Sen. We-ogee N. Ford (0)
4121 Malawi leafing
Washingtea, D. C. 20510
11. S. lee Carrel thobbord, Jr. (D)
423 Came Neese (Mike Ilailding
Washiterve, D. C. zosi
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224 3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of-
ficial of your choice
State level




Reese Ilayfieti, le. 42044




201 S. 3r4 St., Nlorray, K. 42071
Pete Rep tetyl C. Clapp (p)
Q: Mr. L. A. wants‘tikniea if a- sw. csoul lading
gum that helps smokers quit keils! 4•68,1 _
smoking is available in SWediifer---0-r
A: An. experimental gum P. O. Bes IS, By. 42•811
which contains nicotine is under- N, 
Dear Editor:
I am writing you regarding the recent
apprehension of two suspects involved in
the recent murder in Tennessee.
Our local Sheriff's Department prefer
that their publicity is played down. They
feel they are getting paid for performing
their duties.
Surely most Calloway Countians have
noticed as I have, how well they perform
their duties as law enforcement officers. It
takes a big arrest of a felony, such as the
recent one, to make us really appreciate
what we have in our local Sherriff's
Department.
I just want to compliment our local law
enforcement and say thanks for a job well
dc(ne.
Very truly yours,
I. Wells Purdom Jr.
1406 W. Main
Analysis Analysis
The GOP And This
---
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Avid
Republicans take some cheer from recent
history in their hope that a strong Demo-
cratic administration can be toppled from
the Kentucky capitol in November.
But a deeper look into the past decade
casts doubt on such optimism.
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn recently
pointed out to a conclave of Republicans
that nobody gave him much of a chance in
1963 when he came within 74,000 votes of
victory, and that the same doomsday
prophets were shaking their heads before
he won in 1967.
Therefore, the hypothesis goes, why
--eao3.1tepub/ican gubernatorial nominee
Robert Gable pull the same coup and block
Democratic Gov. Julian Carroll from a full
term?
Few are foolish enough four months in
advance of the election to say flatly it can't
be done, but a review of the background
might be informative.
In 1963 and 1967 the Democratic party
was split wide open by factionalism. In
1975 the party is as united as it probably
ever gets.
In 1963, Nunn found an issue that almost
vaulted him to an upset: a widely-
misunderstood directive by the4ncumbent
Democratic regime which appeared to or-
der desegregation of all public facilities
under threat of bueinesses losing their
state licenses.
In 1967 the racial issue was muted. Nunn
did not need it anyway, for he had popular
psychology on his side.
The Democrats were still either
disunited or unenthusiastic about their
nominee, Henry Ward—a capable, far-
sighted administrator sadly lacking in
political charisma.
Nunn projected himself as the voice of
moderation, the man who would put an end
to the 25-year reign of a creaky
Democratic machine. And so he did.
But 1975 is considerably different,
though the racial embers lurking in Jef-
ferson County's school busing controversy
pose one parallel to a decade ago.
Gable has not hesitated to make over-
ture: to anti-busing forces in the Louisville
area, charging his opponent has done
nothing to stop the unpopular court-
ordered move.
But Carroll, unlike former Goys. Bert
Combs and Edward T. Breathitt in the
1960s, has not been paralyzed by inaction
or a weak defensive posture.
Aside froin paying obvious verbal
homage to Alabama Gov. George Wallace
at the Fancy Farm political picnic earlier
this month, Carroll said he intends to
organize a meeting between busing foes
and President Ford if the President visits
this state in the fall.
The governor undoubtedly will continue
to parry every Gable step on the busing
matter to deprive him of any political ad-
vantage.
Moreover, Gable is not Nunn. he lacks
Nunn's emotional grasp on crowds, Nunn's
political cleverness and the former
governor's ability to attract funding and
disgruntled Democrats.
If busing does not grow into a dominent
issue, what remains for Gable?
Perhaps the proposed Red River dam,
for what it's worth politically. But Carroll
probably will make a decision on that
project in time for the election.
Maybe the hege amount Carroll spent in
the primary to amass a landslide margin
over Jefferson County Judge Todd Holten-
bach.
But that's a two-headed coin. What about
the mysterious disappearance of the
Bible Thought
Blessed are the merciful: for
they shall obtain mercy. Matthew
5:7.
In this world we generally get
back just about what we are
looking for.
$100,000 donated to a GOP gubernatorial
candidate in 1971 when Gable was his
finance director?
Gable seemingly is trying to find the
magic issue in a series of so-called white
papers he is distributing.
The soaring utility rates and apparent
inequities in land tax assessments he
already has mentioned might develop into
dangerous traps for Carroll, but only if a
mass of Kentuckians became convinced
the governor was at fault and would not
act.
The fact that Carroll spent almost $7
million to win a pushover primary in-
dicates,-441e lead that -WereorrAeSC.V .
not one of his drawbacks.
Hitting Where
It Hurts
The propsect that bread and
meat prices might rise because
Russians are buying huge quan-
tities of American grain is cre-
ating ripples of concern through-
out the United States of Amer-
ica.
However, the news that the
price of coffee might go up by as
much as 10 cents a cup in restau-
rants because frost has caused
crop damage,in Brazil creates a
far more profound problem.
Bread and meat are mere
foods for survival. Coffee
klatches are arenas for venting
steam, solving the world's prob-
lems and stimulating philo-
sophical great and not-so-great
philosophy.
Mother nature has indeed
struck a cruel blow if she prices
coffee out of the market.
10 Years Ago
John T. Bryant III and Russell L.
Johnson II are pictured with their
mothers, Mrs, 'Polly Bryant and Mrs.
Russell L. Johnson., as they pin the golden
bars of a Second Lieutenant on their sons
at the special ceremony of the ROTC at the
close of the summer session of Murray
State College.
All schools of the Murray City School
System will open August 27 for registration
of pupils, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent of city schools. '
Marriages announced today are Miss
Carolyn Sue Fulton to Pfc. Clyde Dale
Tidwell on August 6, and I'vtiss Katherine_ _
Payne to James Keith Morris on August 7. '
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Miller and sons will- --
arrive tomorrow for a visit with his,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller. Dr.
Miller has been stationed at Fort Sam
Houston, San Ants filo, Texas, but is being
transferred to Fort Campbell.
20 Years Ago
Army Pvt. Earl E. Lamb recently was
graduated from the Military Police
--Traning Center at Camp Gordon, Ga.
Joe W. Cable bf Murray will receive his
Ph. D degree from Florida Sta!e
University, Tallahassee, in summtr
exercises on August 13. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Cable.
Johnny Dan 'Parker of Murray has been
elected to membership in the American
Aberdeen-Angus Breeders Association
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett and
family of Almo entertained with a dinner
in honor of his brother and family, Mr, and
Mrs. James Barnett and son, Stephen, i)f
Detroit, Mich., who are visiting here.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt and son of
Fort Bragg, N. C., are the guests of ,. he
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
The Murray Ledger & Timeo
The Murray ledger S Times is patiiished carriers. $2 2S per month payable in advance
every afternoon except Sundays July 4 Christ. By mail in Calloway County ond to Benton, •tar
mos Day, 1.4440, Year 1 Day ond Thanksgiving by. 'die. Mayfield Sedalia arid Farmington Py and
Murray Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St., Peru s Buchanan and Ruryear Tenn . 12 Meer
Murray :Ky.. .420/I ._—_-y•oe_iyanal to other deo...patrons. S27' per
Second floss Postage Paid at Murray, Ky year
42071_ _ . — . - • -- - -6 Member td A ..ortotoct Printr
f Association and Southern Newspap•r

























































































































































































































CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD Of EDUCATION
For Fiscal Veer 1174-75
GENERAL FUND RECEIPTS
Local Taxes
Sheriff, Co. Treasurer, TVA, Utility___
- T ,-axTreitsarer int. on Invest:wrier ----- -151111,112
State Treasurer, Foundation Program 994,706.34
State Treasurer, Other State Aid 4,338.49















NAME OF PAYEE, CODE & PURPOSE Net Amount of Check
Murray Natural Gas, Services 28.02
Murray Electric System, Seririces 399.36
Dexter-Alrno Heights Water, Services 152.14
Murray No. 3 Watet Dist., Services 23.38 - •
Murray Water & Sewer System, Services 195.90
South Central Bell, Services 
Hazel Natural Gas System, Services 216
West Ky. Rural Electric, Services 324.63
Hazel Water & Sewer, Services  18.02
Tilford Plumbing & Heating Inc., Water
Line Construction 30,236.81
Biagi-Hannon & Associates, Est. No. 2 443.88
Social Security, Soc. Sec  209.58
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret. 248.26
Almost, 1974
Calvin Key, Per Diem, Travel 35.76
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem, Travel 38.64
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 34.32
Robert Ross, Per Diem, Travet 39.36
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 34.32
Overbey, Overbey & Overbey, Legal Services - 950.00
Singer Business Machines, Maintenance 62.50
William B. Miller, Expenses to Meeting 21.92
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 47.81
Winchester Printing Ser., Supplies 20.00
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 11.40
Ky. State Treasurer, Adm. Register 72.00
The Ledger & Times, Adv 900
Society for Visual Ed., Audio-Visual Mat  153.77
Murray State University, Science Kits 402.08
Kiplinger Washington Editors, Subscription 28.00
Doane Agricultural Service, Subscription 21.50
Balfour, Diploma Sheet 95
Shell Oil Co:, Gasoline 619.79
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline 129.01
Texaco Inc., Gasoline 98.38
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 44.94
Gulf Oil Co., Gasoline 63.62
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil ' 139.64
Thweatt's Tire Center, Tires  52.00
Motor Parts & BearingeMits Parts "  220.64
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 83.35
Parker Ford, Bus Parts 4  68
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts 320.71
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts 43.32
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts . . .141114
Hunt's Athletic Goods, Plaque 14.74
Big K Department Store, Supplies 15.70
Sammons Bakery, Refreshments 18.90
Duncan's Market, Refreshments   26.35
Min-ray Natural Gas, Service 21.51
Murray Electric, Service. .202.89
Murray Water & Sewer, Ser.rice 130.08
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service  . 4.87
Dexter-Almo Heights Water, Service __ 25.25
South Central Bell, Service 117.87
Marimik Industrial Sup., Supplies 269.32,
Thompson Sanitary Sup., Dust Mop Heads 153.55
Parker's Food Market, Supplies 2  56
W. H. Brooks, Chemicals 40.00
Hale Lockshop, Keys 1  00
Hughes Paint Store, Maintenance  41.10
Rickey Miller, Maintenance 45.00
Mark Miller, Maintenance 75.00
Murray Lumber Co., Maintenance • 15.53
Wholesale Electric Sup., Maintenance 154.56
Calloway County Lumber Co., Maintenance 15.25
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Maintenance 1  00
Holton & Melugin Ins., Bond 372.00
Murray Insurance Agency, Workrnens Comp. ... . 4,493.73
Murray State University, Office Rent 80.00
Murray No. 3 Water That., Damage to Prop,. • 100.00
Ag. & Home Travel, Travel 559.46
50.00Petty Cash, Stamps
School Lunch, Reimbursement 8,070.66
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 219.68
Hazel Water & Sewer, Service 648
Social Security, Soc. Sec 351.85
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret.  .. , 330.31
September, 1974
Calvin Key, Per Diem Travel
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem Travel 
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem Travel 
- Robert Ross, Per Diem Travel 7 
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem Travel 
Donald Overbey, Legal Services 
Richa. dson & Trevathan, Audit 
William B. Miller, Exp. to meeting 
Charlie Lassiter, Exp. to meeting 
Leake Printing Co., Office Supplies 
Howard D. Happy, Co., Office Supplies
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies
Twin Lakes Office Products, Office
Supplies,. - 
Murray Democrat, Ad
Ledger & Times, Pub. Annual Statement 496.50
Zerox Education Pub., Weekly Readers 39.00
Central School Supply, Supplies 651.39
Balfour, Diploma Sheet . 95
Lawrence McKenney, In-Service Expense 81.54

















Mayer Myers Paper Co., Paper Towels  4,345.00
David King, Coach's Clinic \- 90 .00
James Pack, Registi6tion Fees__ .  _ _
Winchester Printing, Gd. Cards, Bus ., . ..
Dr. Reports - st,- . 171.31
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline - -144s40.44*
Gulf Oil C,o., Gasoline 1  102.06
Gourd Oil Co. , Gasoline •  1,693.09
Amoccipil,Co., Gaseline _ 260
Ky. Lake Oil, Oil & Grease • -   13.40
Hopkinsville Recapping, Tires & Tubes 945.76
Goodyear Service Stores, Tires & Tubes 
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts 
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 
Interstate Battery Co., Bus Parts 
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts 
E. Blankenship of Ky., Bus Parts
D & W Auto Supply, Bus Parts 
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts 
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 
Murray Flectric  System.Service.
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 487
Murray Water & Sewer, Service
Dexter-Almo Heights Water, Service
South Central Bell, Service
City of Murray, Service
Parkers' Market, Janitorial Supplies 
Starks Hardware, Janitorial Service 
Marimik Ind., Supply, Janitorial Supplies
Lovelace-Farmer Co., Janitorial Supplies
Vacuum & Appliance Ser. Cen., Janitoral
Supplies 
Murray Home & Auto Store, Janitoral
Supplies  15.83
M & G Corp., Janitorial Supplies 142.80
A. B. Beale & Son, Janitorial Supplies 29.94
Jerry Wallace Standard Oil, Maintenance 880
Lassiter & Frankho user Glass, Maintenance 139.68
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 1614
Lassiter Plaster Co. Inc., Maintenance 35.72
Vaughns' & Humphrey's Plumb., Maintenance 250.45
Mark Miller, Maintenance 48.00
Ricky Miller, Maintenance 48.00




Vaughns' & Humprhey's, M1IIIntenance
Murray Supply Co., Inc., Maintenance
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance
Vinson Tractor Co., Maintenance 
Hughes Paint Store, Maintenance
Futrell Electric, Maintenance
Riley Music, Band Horns
Turtox/Cambosco, Microscopes
B. G. Chemicals, Floor Machines 
West Ky. 2-Way Radio, Repair Radio
State of Ky.-Dept. of Ins., Boiler hisp
State Farm Ins., Ins. Prem. on
Driver Ed. Car  ̀• : .95.90
Murray State Univ., Office Rent, Sept. July 160.00
McCierd,-Houling-Commoditiem Vie _.11-T--118010414, utz SUPPLY, 31182ArEK..--- _
Jackie Newberry, Installation of Meter 658.18 Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts 6  35
D & W Auto Supply Inc., Bus Parts 12.87
WilliameRadiator & Glass Co., Bus Parts 7.85
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts 146.81
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 221.73
Vernon's Boot & Shoe Repair, Bus Parts 280
--675.93 Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts
39.14 Holton & Melugin Ins Ins 
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 
Murray Electric System, Service 
Murray Water 8i Sewer System, Service 
Dexter & Almo Heights Water D., Service
Murray No. 3 Wide! District, Service  


































Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Setting Meter 1,035.08
Ag. & Home Travel, Travel 
.
686.37
Biagi Hannan, Professional Service 1  009,07
Murray Water & Sewer, Setting Meter    149.14
Hazel Natural Gas, Service 324
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service • -
Hazel Water & Sewer, Service 
ESEA Title I, Transfer 10,000.00
National Greenhouse Co., Greenhouse ...  12,404.00
Social Security, Soc. Security 856.57












Calvin Key, Per Diem Travel    11.92
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem. Travel 12.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel ir  11.44
Robert Ross, Per Diem, Travel 13.12
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel , .1.1A4
Donald Overbey, Legal Services . too.00
William B. Miller, Exp. to Board Meeting (Region) ' 21.00
Winchester Printing Services, Office Supplies 48.85
Howard D. Happy Co., Office Supplies 6  30
Leake Printing Co., Office Supplies 50.15
Ledger & Times, Printing & Publishing 27.20
Political Research, Inc., Encyclopedias - -- -I- 27.20
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Encyclopedias 361.00
Mid-South Magazine Agency, Magazines 411.00
Area Film Library, Film Rental 454.00
National Computer Systems, Test-answer sheets 115.32
Science Kit Inc., Microscope Cabinet 346.96
Wallace's Book Company, Teaching Supplies 987
Central School Supply Co., Teaching Supplies 28.11
NASCO, Sec. Teaching Supplies  70.93
School Service Company, Information Cards 8  63
Mead School Products, Pencil Sharpeners 42.77
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline  131.55
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 67.21
Standard Oil Company, Gasoline 153.49
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline 352.43
Gould Oil Co., Inc., Gasoline 1,643.55
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 93.63
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Inc., New Tires & Tubes ... 1,423.26
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 29.25
Taylor Motors Inc., Bus Parts 80.47
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts 27.51
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 109.05
Williams Radiator, Bus Parts 23.32
D & W Auto Supply, Inc., Bus Parts 69.88
Stokes Tractor & Imp'. Co., Bus Parts 19.35
Motor Parts and Bearings, Bus Parts &
Janitorial Supplies 10214
Murray Natural Gas, Service
Murray Electric System, Service 492.64
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 170.24
Dexter & Almo Heights Water Sy., Service 214.89
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 26.14
South Central Bell, Service 109.41
Lovelace-Farmer, Janitorial Supplies 47.70
Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Janitorial Supplies 221.20
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies 62 08
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Janitorial Supplies 990.00
City of Murray, Service  10.00
W. C. Smallwood Painting, Maintenance 277.00
Randy Thornton Service Co., Maintenance  25,55
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance 19.40
Morris Refrigeration Service, Maintenance 
Wholesale Electric Supply Co., Maintenance 16 24
A. B. Beale & Son, Maintenance 540
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 2  97
Vaughn's & Humphrey Plumbing, Maintenance '298.80
Murray Supply Co., Inc., Maintenance 12,43
Vinson Tractor Co., Maintenance 17.00
Interstate Battery System, Maintenance 26.00
Kerry Higgins, Maintenance 7  00
Ricky Miller, Maintenance 4  00
Danny Pritchett, Maintenance 300
Michael Schroeder, Maintenance. # 790
Joe Dan Taylor, Maintenance 790
Mark Miller, Maintenance 7.00
Pool Office Eqpipment, Repair Office Machines 34 25
William E. Dunn, Exp. for Training 8  56
Murray State Univ., Office Rent 50.00
F. B. McClard Hauling Commodities -74.25
Starks Concrete Works, Concrete for Greenhouse 126 62
MhAvery Lumber Co., Material for Greenhouse - 23 54
Murray Electric System, Materials for Greenhouse  .30
Harold L Wilkinson Gravel for Greenhouse 54.95
Murray Lumberco , Material for Greenhouse  127 15
Groves-Humphreys, Inc., Equipmentfor  , 305
Harper Truck Service. Inc.. Freight for furnitule„,.._.„:_,...„9.1
Thompsons Sanitary SupplkITO-iise;Orieriffifn (,
Equipment 1,818 40
Fitts lock & Ready-Mix Co.; Concrete for Greenhouse
61.81
City of Murray, Service
Thompsons Sanitary Supply House, Janitorial Supplies ... 661.15
Parker's Market, Janitorial Supplies 9  00
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies
Mason Chemical Co., Janitorial Supplies
Russell Dowdy & Sons, Supplies 
• 34K Dept. Stores, Mail Box -
E. Blankenship of Ky., Supplies
Lovelace-Farmer Co., Janitorial Supplies 
Vaughns & Humphreys Plumbing, Maintenance









- Harper Truck Service, Inc., Frei on Furniture__ ...._ .. 15.18
Murray Home and Auto Store, Maintenance - 5.60
Calloway Co Lumber Co., Maintenance 27.54
Randy Thornton Service Co., Maintenance 51.10
Murray Supply Co., Inc., Maintenance 4  44
Mrs. Alton Paschall, Maintenance 135.00
Starks Concrete, Maintenance 37.73
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance 98.50
Hughes Paint Store, Maintenance -32.73
Tidwell Paint & Floor Coy., Maintenance ' 20.13
Airtemp Div.-Chrysler Corp., Air Conditioner 261.75
Donald Dowdy, Guard at Almo School 20.00
Leland Lawrence, Guard at Kirksey School 20.00
Murray Ins. Agency, Ins. on Office Equip. 136.00
Cale l'urpin, Hauling Commodities   13.50
F. B. McClard, Hauling Commodities 45.00
Murray State Univ., Office Rent 80.00
Warren Seed Co., Seed 288.00
Murray Silica Sand, Inc., Gravel  182.56
Larry Gilbert, Gravel  100.00
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc., Landscaping 682.11
Shea Sykes, Landscaping 298.00
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Assn., Landscaping 35.40
Roberts Realty, Fee 50.00
Vaughns & Humphreys Plumbing, Heater for Greenhouse  50.50
Brandon's Cabinet Shop, Shelves 1,266.10
Texgas Corp., Gas Lines for Greenhouse 55.85
Thompsons Sanitary Supply House, Equipment .,1,1180.00
Mobile Home Movers, Moving lin-A - -125.00
Foundation Program Capital, Transfer . ........ 87,725.00
Outlay Fund
F-SF.A Title I, Transfer 3,000.00
ESEA Title I, Transfer 6,000.00
Ag. & Home Travel, Travel  121.41
School Lunch, Reimbursement 13,949.28
Tilford Plumbing Co., Waterline Payment 6,6.38.46
Hazel Natural Gas, Service  10.80
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 418.29
Hazel Water & Sewer System, rvice 48.83
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 72.79
John Imes, Postmaster, Stamps 50.00
West Ky. Rural ElectriciServiig 4260.31
Social Security, Social Security 850.77
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret.  751.12
• December, 1974
Calvin Ksky, Per Diern, Irdlikl  23.84
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem, Travel 25.76
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 22.88
Robert Ross, Per Diem, Travel 26.24
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel  11.44
Donald Overby, Legal Services  50.00
Pool Office Equip. & Supplies, Office Sup‘lies 20.47
Murray Democrat, Adv.  14.00
Winchester Printing Services, Printing 691.01
...fiertzberg-New Method, Inc., Library Books 274.36
-11- Simon & Schuster, Inc., Library Books 39.36
J. C. Penney, Audio Visual * 
Society for Vieual Ed., Audio Visual 
Eye Gate House, Audio Visual 





r Coronet Instructional Media, Audto Visual - 138.00
- Harper& Row, Publishers, Pl%nch Tapes • . 140.00
Girin & Co., Tests *30
Scholastic Book Services, Reading Supplies  280.18
Fort Atkinson, Wis. NASCO, Sec. Teaching Supplies.  362.26
-Jini Fain Miitore; Tnr.:Servie Dr. Ed. Car  12.85
_Alberta Korb, Meeting - - 
Meade School Products, Supplies.  47.63
Mrs. Judy Lamb, Transportation Deaf . 28.11
Ag & Home Travel, Travel  . 268.45
Hazel Natural Gas, Service 3  24
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 624.87
Hazel Water & Sewer System, Service 74.58
F-SEA Title 1, Transfer '10,182.00
Social Security, Soc. Sec 879.11
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret.  751.44
Petty Cash Stamps 50.00
November, 1174
Calvin ice.1..Per niern, TcaeeL -,..._ - , _11.92_
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem, Travel 12.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel  11.44
Robert Ross, Per Diem, Travel  13.12
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel  11.44
Donald Overbey, Legal Services 50.00
Lorene Falwell, Exp. to Sec. Meeting 400
Paulette Woodall, Exp. to Sec. Meeting 400
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 53.55
University Book Store, Office Supplies 608
Greenhaven Press, Library Books 49.98
Baker & Taylor Co. Library Books 1753.12
Scholastic Book Seevices, Library Books 64.29
Gessler Publishing Co., Audio-Visual Material  58.25
Curriculum Dev. Center, Audio-Visual Material 95.85
Harper & Row, Publishers, French Tapes 60.00
Area Film Library, Film Rental 78.30
Wallace Book Store, Test Booklets  18.00
Interstate Printers Secondary Teaching Supplies 92.41
Motor Parts & Bearings, Secondary Teaching Supplies . . 441.57
'Prentice-Hall, Inc., Secondary Teaching Supplies  118.07
A. B. Beale & Son Secondary Teaching Supplies 127.76
Pamela Cherry Exp. to Meeting 12.79
A. C. Hankins, Ed. Meeting 52.76
Johnny Bohannon, Inst. Travel 44.00
Bob Allen, Inst. Travel 107.16
Carolyn Light, Exp to Meeting 40.74
Roy Cothran, Inst. Travel s.. 90.72
Nancy W Lovett, Exp. to Meeting 38.95
Sharon Hopkins, Exp. to Meeting  13.20
Pool Office Equipment, Machines 2,085.00
Central School Supply Co. Perm Record Forms 15.92
Model Publishing & School S. Cumulative Record Cards .  34.25
Amoco Oil Co. Gasoline 28.87
Gulf Oil Corp., Gasoline  170.58
Gould Oil Co. Gasoline  2653.29
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 94.59
Shell Oil Co. Gasoline 916.06
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline. 663.58
Hopkinsville Recapping Co Tires, Tubes 582.29
Interstate Battery System, Bus Parts 208.00
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 35.44
Gulf Oil Corp., Gasoline   184.54
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline 79.06
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 699.94
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 848.68
Shaeffer Mfg. Co., Oil 68.40
Shell Oil Co., Gas 684.91
Hoplithsville Recapping Co., Tubes di Tires  168.04
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Inc., Bus Parts 47.50
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts 15.34
Taylor Motors..Parts-
Welders Supply, Inc., Bus Parts 7  21
Williams Radiator & Glass Co., Etus Parts 900
Interstate Battery System, Bus Parts  106.00
E. Blankenship of Ky., Bus Parts 789
D & W Auto Supply. Inc., Bus Parts 27.85
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts, Maintenance 134.47
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts, Maintenance 303.39
Texgas, Corp., Service 245.26
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 439.17
Murray Electric Systems, Service  . 755.29
Murray Water & Sewer Systems, Service 359.91
South Central Bell. Service  111.63
City of Murray, Service 800
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies 37.60
East Elem School, Mailbox 21.51
Suritz and Sharff Consultants, Light Switch Labels 21.37
A. B Beale & Son, Maintenance 19.64
Starks Hardware Maintenance 14.17
Lee Herndon, Maintenance 96.75
Arvin Hill, Maintenance 86.63
Vaughn's & Humphreys Plumbing, Maintenance 671.60
Steele-Allbritten, Maintenance 48.00
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance 273.50
Murray Supply Co. Inc. Maintenance 36.58
Wholesale Electric Supply, Co , Maintenance 50.81
Wells Electric, Maintenance 24.66
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 899
The Sherwin Williams Co , Maintenance 14.84
Murray Lumber Co. Maintenance 3  45
Neward Electronics, Rpr Lang. Labs 33.21
C. H. Block, Property Damage 50.00
Lloyd T. Brown, Guarding Faxon School • 20.00
Leander Finney, Guarding New Con. School 20.00
Ebert Proctor, Guarding Hazel School 20.00
Henry Underhill Guarding Lynn Grove School 20.00
Murray Ins Agency, Boiler Ins. on C.H.S.  280.00
Murray State Univ., Office Rent 80.00
Otis Jones, Hauling Commodities  18.00
'Fitts Block & Ready Mix, Blocks  10.20
Murray Silica Sand, Inc., Gravel 71.85
Shirley Garden Center, Landscaping Materials 1,126.00
Overbey, Overbey, Overbey, Prof. Service 39.50
Globe Mobile Homes, Moving Classrooms I  792 00
Vaughns 8i Humphrey's Plumbing, Greenhouse Material . 253.58
Brandon's Cabinet Shop, Bookshelves 245.50
Associates Capital Services, Payment on 2-way Radio 898.56
Thompson's Sanitary Supply House, Maintenance Equip... 80;00
pzg & Home Travel, Travel '  115 . 24
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 23.12
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 74.85
School Lunch, Reimbursement 10,641.39
North Elementary, Reimbursement 300.69
Southwest Elementary, Reimbursement 3,432.81
North Elementary, Reimbursement 1,258.56
Southwest Elementary, Reimbursement 4,864.98
Social Security, Soc. Sec 882.48
Ky. State Treasurer, Co itet 825.58
ESEA Title I, Transfer ..... - .6,000.00
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service • 6745.22
Virginia Metal Products. Pe.ncil Mounts _ 204.00
Saran , 117S
Ferrell Miller Per Diem Travel 11,88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 11.44
Robert Ross, Per Diem, Travel 13.12
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 11.44
Donald Overby, Legal Services 50.00
Richardson & Trevathan, Audits  1,475.00
Lillie Dunn Educational Sec. Meeting 400
Paducah Bd. of Ed. Data Processing Account,
Payroll Checks 349.65
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies, 61.38
Twin Lakes, Supplies 12.50
Chester-Miller Auction Service, Advertising Service.. .„.1 784.41
Terry Shoemaker Auction Service, Advertising Service. 2,162.36
The Ledger di Times, Advertising  167.00
Murray Democrat, Advertising 84.00
Ky. School Boards Association, Dues 748.75
Baker & Taylor Co Library Books 904.18
National Computer Systems Secondary Testing  13.16
Prentice-Hall Inc. Secondary Teaching Supplies 117.64
Motor Parts & Bearings, Secondary Teaching Supplies. 38.28
Interstate Printers & Pub., Elem. Teaching Supplies 10.76
The Pet World, Life Science Centers 532.53
Lad & Lassie, Magnetic Compasses 186.00
Roses' Stores, Inc., Ele. Teaching Suppilfs,
Janitorial Supplies  28.21
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline 2  890.58
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 1  040.65
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 56.90
Gulf Oil Corp., Gasoline 60.68
Standard Oil Co Gasoline  775.51
Ky. Lake Oil Co., Lube Oil   14.10
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil  137.34
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 1909. 
Taylor Motors, Inc Bus Parts 159.97
Motor Parts & Beariegs, Bus Parts  127.01
'Parker Ford Inc., Bus Parts 43.43
McCuiston's Automotive, Bus Parts 49.00
Interstate Battery, Bus Parts 34.00
D& W Auto Supply, Bus Parts 56.29
Mason Chemical Co., Garage Supplies 23.95
Texgas Corp., Gas for Greenhouse 275.31
Murray Natural Gas, Service  51.53
Murray Electric System, Service 863.87
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 318.96
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 62.26
Murray No. 1 Water District, Service 64.48
South Central Bell, Service  104.76
Paducah Woodenware Co., Janitor's Supplies 68.40
Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Janitor's Supplies 342.50
Starks Hardware, Janitor's Supplies 4  68
Big K Dept. Stores, Janitor'sSupplies 37 60
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance    110.40
Russell Dowdy & Sons, Inc., Maintenance 26.55
The Sherwin-Williams Co., Maintenance 57.14
Vaughns & Humphrey's Plumbing, Maintenance  167.00
Waldrops' Saw & Lock,Shop, Maintenance 1  20
A. B. Beale & Son, Maintenance 1  05
Freed Cotham Co., Maintenance 50
Murray Supply Co., Maintenance 712
Burroughs Corp., Maintenance. . ............ 495 70
Murray Ins. Agency, Property Ins 
Holton & Melugin Ins. Agency, Property Ins 
Wilson In. Agency, Pr4perty Ins. 
State Farm Ins. Co., Property Ins  59.00
Murray State University, Office Rent 80.00
Otis Jones, Hauling Commodities  N3.25
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix; Blocks  10.20
Calloway Co. soil Imp. Assn., Landscaping Materials 96.00
----Overbey Owerbey, , & Overbey, Prof. Services  491.00--
Ted Billington Consulting Engineers, Services  2 591 75
) Vaughns' 8rHumprheys Plumbing, Greenhouse Materials 48.80
Marmik indestrialCepply Equipment 462_36
Wholesale Electric Supply, Security Lights 352.80
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Ky. Farm Bureau Ins. Co., Property Ins. 662.57
Vaughn's & Humphrey's Plumbing, Greenhouse, 10.00
Ag & Home Ec. Travel, Travel 77.28
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 601.28
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 6,763.83
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 45.04
F.SFA Title I, Transfer 9,000.00
Lester Motors, Inc., 2 Chassis • 9,888.00
- • .....
Social Security, Soc. Sec 871.98
Ky.. State Treasurer, Co. Ret. 825.61
febrvery, 1975
Walter Byers, Per Diem, Travel 
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem, Travel 
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 
Donald Overbey, Legal Services
William B. Miller, Exp. to meeting
Jim's Rubber Cramps, Rubber Stamp 
Winchester Printing Services, Office Supplier--
Texgas Corp., Gas for Greenhouse 234.15 Social Security, Social Security 852.62
Murray Electric System, Service 1,261.50 Ky. State Treasurer, Co Ret 780.64
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 276.47
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 56.32 
. May, 1975
South Central Bell, Service
City of Murray, Service
106 06
9 05 Walter Byers, Per Diem, T
ravel 12.40
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 12.88
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem, Travel 12.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 11.44
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 11.44
Donald Csverbey,LegaL-Servioes. .-_50.1111
Overbey, Overbey & Overbey, Prof. Service 442.50
Lillie Dunn, Exp. to K. E. A. 36.73
William B. Miller, Exp. to meeting 24.15
Winchester Printing Services, Bus Driver Reports 36.20
University Book Store, Office Supplies  10.58
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies, Office Supplies 64.68
Murray Democrat, Office Supplies 38.00
Baker & Taylor Co., Library Books 181.77
Field Enterprises Educational Corp., World Book Ency..  180.00
Baker & Taylor Co., Library Book8 18.04
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
Library Books 123.75
- Coronet-Instructional Media, Audi-Visual Material 109.00
Eye Gate, Audio-Visual Material 71.25
Educational Audio-Visual, Inc., Audio-Visual
Material 62.36
American Red Cross, Elem. Teaching Supplies 78.00
Larry England, Exp. to Speech Convention 161.91
Area Film Library-Region I, Film Rental 212.20
Jones Iron & Metal Co., Supplies 231.18
Shirley Garden Center, Supplies 102.00
Balfour, Diplomas 487.28
Yopp Seed Co., Inc., Supplies 641.98
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline 585.35
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 607.54
Thweatt's.Service Station, Gasoline 69.68
Gulf Oil Corp., Gasoline 76.23
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline 548.87
Gould Oil Co. Gasoline 1,882.27
Union Oil Co., Gasoline 108.85
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 149.34
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Inc., New & Recap tires  175.22
Goodyear Service Stores, tires & tubes,
tractor part 548.40
Williams Radiator & Glass Co., Bus Parts 26.85
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 48.33
D & W Auto Supply, Inc., Bus Parts 44.44
E. Blankenship of Ky. Inc., Bus Parts 46.18
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., Bus Parts 1  60
Interstate Battery System, Bus Parts  34.00
Parker Ford,-Inc.,-Bas Parts • •
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts 266.85
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts  117.56
Texgas Corp., Gas for Greenhouse 50.70
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 710.04
Murray Electric System, Service . 1183.02
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service - 243.21
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 44.76
South Central Bell, Service 95.19
City of Murray, Service   10.50
Murray Cash & Carry, Janitorial Supplies 33.23
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies 67.08
Zep Manufacturing Co., Janitorial Supplies 6  70
Churchill Chemical Co., Janitorial Supplies 68.50
Murray Supply Co., Inc., Maintenance 10.28
Randy Thornton Service Co., Maintenance 429.02
Hale Lock Shop, Maintenance 136.00
Thompson's Sanitary Supply House, Service 453.32
Churchill Chemical Co., Service 
General Fire Extinguisher Services, Fire
Extinguishers lk • 68.00
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.,Triaiitenance • -- 5  Elli
A. B. Beale dr Son, Maintenance  13.57
Randy Thornton Services Co., Maintenance 56.50
David Morris Electric, Maintenance 457.66
Newark Electronics, Maintenance 163.01
25.90 Pierce & Barry Hardware Co , Inc., Maintenance 43.90
26.38 . Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 51.93
12.88 Vaughn's dr Humprhey's Plumbing, Maintenance 10.00
11.44 Vaughn's dr Humphrey's Plumbing, Maintenance 48.00
. 11,44 State Farm Ins Co., Property Ins %  __. .526.00
50.00 Purdom & Thurman Agency, Inc., Property Ins 567.00
73.51 State Farm Fire dr Casualty, Co., Property Ins  593.00
350 Hoittak& Meligin Ins Agency, Bus Ins. _ 146.00
Leake Printing Co., Office Supplies 
Poole Office Equipment & Supplies, Office
Supplies
State Treasurer, County Maps
Howard D. Happy Co., Office Supplies
19.58 islurrayState University, Office Reif .--.1,-  80.00
216.55 Otis Jones, Hauling Commodities  58.50
Central School Supply Co., Science Tables  3,760.16
37.53 Murray Natural Gas, Service 1,041.02
7  37 Ag. dr Home Travel, Travel  119.56
Bank of Murray, Rent of Safe Deposit Box
Baker and Taylor, Library Books
Hertzberg-New Method, Inc., Library Books 
Paducah Board of Education, Film Rental
Scholastic Book Services, Teaehing Supplies 
Baker & Taylor Educational Products, Pencil
Sharpeners 
Beckley-Cardy Co., 2 cabinets 
24.50 KSBA, Reservations 52.00
400 West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 8,247.30
302.18 Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 66.10
14.28 Ky. Association of Business Officials, Reservations 60.00
20220 School Lunch, Reimbursement 11,338.67
212.04 School Lunch, Reimbursement _ 5,227.44
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret. 800.50
47.46 Social Security, Soc Sec • , 855.23
187.20 John R. Imes, Postmaster, Stamps 50.00
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline ' 
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoldie 
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 
Gulf Oil Co., Gasoline 
66.62
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 686.47
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline  2652.49___ •
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil  160.28
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Recapped Ilre 24.00
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts-
Maintenance 228.74
Ky. State Treasurer, Inspection Stickers . 36.25
Interstate Battery System, Bus _Faris 
Vernon's Boot dr Shoe Repair, Bus Parts 
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts 12.21
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 208.03
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 544.44
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts 43.43
D & W Auto Supply, Inc., Bus Parts  15.44
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts 33.16
Texgas Corp., Gas  128.21
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 1,232.39
Murray Electric System, Service 1045.61
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 221.81
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 39.48
South Central Bell, Service  94.82
Murray Cash dr Carry, JanitorialSupplies 187.68
Thompson's Sanitary Supply, Janitorial Supplies  184.80
Churchill Chemical Co., Janitorial Supplies 253.29
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies 237.62
Murray Fire Ext. Service, 3 Fire Ext 127.50
Vaughns' dr Humphreys' Plumbing, Maintenance 46.90
Wholesale Electric Supply Co., Maintenance... .  1913
Marimik Industrial Supply,-Maintenanee 1 119.48
Vaughns' & Humprheys Plumbing, Maintenance 57.00
A. B. ReAle & Son, Maintenance oils'''. 20.00
Meade School Products, Classroom Furniture  138.07
William E. Dunn, Exp. to pick up furniture 5  17
Wilson Ins. & Real Estate, Property Ins.---  521.00
Cullie Turpin, Hauling Commodities  15.75
Murray State Univ., Office Rent 80.00
Otis Jones, Hauling Commodities 47.25
A. 0. Woods, Stamps for Recording Deed  900
Herman K. Ellis, Stamps for Recording Deed 900
Kent Miller, Stamps for Recording Deeds 14.00
_James D. Futrell,  qtrzipq fnrliiacording Deeds...
Roy Bynum, Greenhouse & Storage Bldgs.




Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service .
Social Security, Soc. Sec
Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret.
ESEA Title I, Transfer




Walter Byars, Travel, Per Diem 12.40
Joe Dyer, Travel, Per diem .. 12.88
Ferrel Miller, Travel, Per Diem 12.88
Lubie Parrish, Travel, Per Diem 11.44
Bill Stubblefield, Travel, Per Diem 11.44
Donald Overbey, Legal Services 50.00
Paducah Bd of Education, Consultant Service 114.99
Elizabethtown Bindery, Binding Registers 40.00

































Walter Byers, Per Diem Travel 24.80
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 25.76
Ferrel,Miller, Per Diern, Travel - 12.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel .......... . .22.88
Bill StubblefWd, Per Diem •avel 22.88
DonalciOver&Y,LegalgerMes-- 7=1110.00
William B. Miller, Exp. to meeting, Frankfort 17.84
Twin Lakes Office Products, Office Supplies 8  67
Winchester Printing Services, Office Supplies 27.15
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies, Office Supplies  144.77
Political Research, Inc., Encyclopedia of World Gov. . . .  150.00
Baker & Taylor Co., Library Books 77/.03
Hadden Films, Overhead Projector 247.00
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Audio-Visual Equipment . . .  486.14
Curriculum Development Center, Audio-Visual
Equipment   .   . 14.95
• Eye Gate, Audio-Visual Equipment  131.25
California Polytechnic State Univ., Audio- • - •
Visual Equipraant__. _ „ 2205. 
National Computer Systems, Tests 28.91
CTB/McGraw-Hill, Tests  12.92
Specialty Case Mfg., Co. Test Equip., Teaching
Supplies 26.14
Texaco. Inc., Gasoline 733.10
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline  1,684,82
Union Oil Co. of Calif., Gasoline 329.35
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline 387.97
Thweatt's Service Station, Gasoline 44.17
Gulf Corporation, Gasoline 87.17
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline 478.07
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 842.26
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 235-.57
Big K. Dept. Stores, STP  _46.56
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Inc., New tires, tubes,
recaps, 451.78
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts '79.63
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts •  14.19
' Motor Parts and Bearings, Bus Parts 106.
82
Welders Supply, Inc., Bus Parts • 7  24_
D & W Auto Supply Inc.. Bus Parts  17.28
Interstate Battery System, Bus Parts, 72.00 •
Hooks' Wheel AlignMeht; Inc., Hus Parts....  23.65
Taylnr_Motors, Inc., Bus Parts • 469.86
Dwain Taylor die-viola Th-C-:,13 1 14-r - 475 -
Williams Radiator & Glass Co., Bus Parts
& Maintenance 75.22
Lorene Falwell, Secretary's Meeting
Bill Stubblefield, KSBA Convention'72.68
Joe Dyer, KSBA Convention 22.68
Wafferl9yars, KSBA Convention--  ••• 22.68
William B. Miller, Exp. To Meetings 72.19
Overbey, Overbey & Overbey, Prof. Services -596.55
Howard D. Happy Co., Office Supplies  - 3  5
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 53.28
Ledger dr Times, Advertisement 10.50
Owen's Food Market, In-Service Supplies 297
Sammon's Bakery, In-Service Supplies. 31.20
Baker & Taylor, Library Books 1,713.60
Grolier Educational Corp., Library Books 133.50
Croner Publications, Guidance Material  21.95
The Sun-Democrat, 1 Yr. Subscription • 27.00
Ledger & Times, 1 Yr. Subscription  12.50
Mid-South Magazine Agency, Magazines 499.00
McGraw-Hiff Co., Audio-ViNual Material  116.66
Learning Arts, Audio-Visual Material  68.50
Learning Realities Inc., Audio-Visual Material  21.45
Eye Gate, Audio-Visual Material
Gamble Music Co., Audio-Visual Material
.4SVE,Society_for Visual Ed._ Aliclio7Visual Material
Central School Supply Co., Audio-Visual Material _ 
Coronet Instructional Media, Audio-Visual Material
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Elementary Tests
McGraw-Hill Co,Supplementary Books
J.B. Lippincott Co., Supplementary Books
Starks Hardware, Teaching Supplies
Baker & Taylor Ed., Teaching Supplies 
Roses Stores, Teaching Supplies
Hammond & Stephens Co., Record Books
Ohio State University, Slides 
Murray Home & Auto Store, Vo. Ag. Equipment
Vocational Agriculture Ser., Slid Film
Eye Gate, Teaching Aids . •
Naico, Teaching Aids
Cassette Unlimited, Teaching Aids
Guidance Associates, Teaching Aids
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Perkins Injury
Thweatt's Ser. Station, Gasoline
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline
Union Oil Co., Gasoline •
Gulf Oil Co., Gasoline
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline 2
Schaeffer MFG. Co., Lube Oil
Ky. Lake Oil, Lube Oil
Big K Department Store, Lube Oil, Bus Parts
Goodyear Ser. Store, New Tires
Hopkinsville Recapping, New Tires, Recaps
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts
Peck's Upholstery, Bus Parts
D& W Auto Supply, Bus Parts
PAGE 7 Till
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Calkway County Schools Humphries, Mary A.. . .  8890.00 Ledger B
Salaries for Period Hutson, Patricia B. 393
.40 Bank Etal
July 1, 1974 Through Jackson, Betty L. 771
8.05 Outstand
June 30, 1975 Johnson
, Wanda 384.00 Actual Q
5Jones, John W. 4892.0, Securitie
295.30 Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Maintenance 67.34 Certified Pers
onal Sub- Jones, Mary C. 209.00 Calloway
101.05 Wholesale Electric Supply Co., Maintenance 26.98 stitutes and Non
-certified Ad-
315.92 Murray Home & Auto Store, Lawn Mower 127.00 ministrativ
e Personnel:
47-30 Fisher Scientific Co. Science Equipment 111.95,
337.00 Murray State University, Office Rent 80.00
331.68 Tom Allen, Hauling Commodities  15.75
303.68 Lyons Electric Wiring Greenhouse 25.35
124.10 Ag. Home Ec. Travel, Travel 308.16
16.05 School Lunch, Reimbursement 8,333.92
16.05 ESEA Title I, Transfer 6,000.00
692 West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 6,811.49
-.McCuiston Automotive Elec., Bus Parts -
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts'e*
Dwain Taylor, Bus Parts
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts
State Farm Insurance, Ins. Driver Ed. Car
Texgris Corp., Gas for Greenhouse
Murray Natural Gas, Service 1
Murray Electric System, Service 1
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service
Murray Water dr Sewer, Service
South Central Bell, Service
Churchill Chemical Co., Janitorial Supplies
Thompsons Sanitary Supply, Janitorial Supplies . .
- - -Marimik -hidustrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies
Oarkers Food Market, Janitorial Supplies
34°15 Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 56.71
14.05 ESEA Title I, Transfer • 10,000 00
72.46„ Social Security, Soc. Sec. '  - -- _. _ 843.53
• '''''' Ky. State Treasurer, Co. Ret. , _ _  7 .71






































Murray Cash & Carry, Janitorial Supplies 
City of Murray, Service
Murray Supply Co., Maintenance
Rickman & Norsworthy, Maintenance
Carl R. Howard, lass Co., Maintenance
Williams Radiator dr Glass, Maintenance, ./ ......
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply, Maintenance
Calloway County Lumber Co., Maintenance
Vaughn's dr Humphrey's Plumbing, Maintenance
Murray Silica Sand, Grounds
Graves-Humphrey's, Ind., Equipment
Purchase Equipment-, Bush Hog Blade . :
Murray State University, Office Rent
Otis Jones, flailling Cottnnodities
Lillie Dunn, Exp. to Meetings
Helen Hogancamp, Exp. to Meetings
Marvin Harris, Recording Deed
Chester-Miller Auction Service, Selling Kirksey School . .
James H. Blalock, Legal Fees
,Ag. Travel, Travel
ESEA -Title I.-Transfer_ • .
School/Auld', Reimbursement . - 1
Murray-No-I-Water Dist., Serile`e----: -.










Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel 
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem, Travel 
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel











Edward Curd, Exp. to Title I Meeting
William B. Miller, Exp. to Meetings
Holiday Inn, Exp. to Meeting of Boards
Parker Publishing Co., Inc., Office Supplies
Paducah Board of Ed Data Pro., Payroll Checks
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies, Office Supplies
Twin Lakes Office Products, Office Supplies
& Chairs








Encyclopaedia Britannica, Encyclopaedia   • 185.45







Eye Gate, Audio-Visual Material 
CTB/McGraw-Hill, Tests 
Jones Iron & Metal Co., Supplies
Murray Home & Auto Store, Supplier -
School Health Supply Company, Health Supplies
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., Supplies
Gulf Oil Co., Gasoline
97.73
Standard Oil Co , Gasoline 702.98








Union Oil Co. of Calif., Gasoline 
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline 
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline 
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline 
Ky. Lake Oil Co., Lube Oil
Goodyear Service Stores,New Wes
Hopksinville Recapping Co., Inc., Tubes, Tires  -
259.68
Williams Radiator dr Glass Co., Bus Parts
D Sr W Auto Supply, Inc., Bus Parts








E. Blankenship of Ky., Bus Parts
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts







Interstate Battery System of Am., Bus Parts
Peck's Upholstery Shop, Bus Parts
Murray Natural Gas System, Service
Murray Electric System, Service
- -Marray No,3Water.District, Service
- Murray Water & Sewer System. Service
South-Central Bell, Service
City of Murray, Service





Wholesale Electric Supply Co., Maintenance . .
Vaughn's & Humphgeys' Plumbing, Maintenance
Murray Supply Co., Inc., Maintenance
James B. Smith, Maintenance
46.61
•  16.34
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix, Maintenance' •






tent Wright Class uo Maintenance • 50.20-
Adams, Sue!) 0390.00
Allbritten, Patricia 3619.68
Allen, Bobby R 12795.16
Allen, Cathy 86.40
Bailey, Dortha 462.00
Baily, Marion M 8340.00
Banker, Susan 396.00
Barrett, Carol 63.56
Beach, Marlene E. 8340.00
Berrill, Bobbye J 8292.21
Boggess, Carolyn J.  7560.00_  
Bohannon, Johnny A... 12733.95
. 529.00Bolls, Karen 
Bondurant, Gene 44.00
Brandon, Barbara 889052 .00
Brinkley, Anne W. 
















Cassity, Betty W 8890.00
C.as.sity, Jacquelyn 8440.00
12630.00Chaney, Eugene 
Cherry, Pamela K 6630.00
Cohoon, Cyndi  110.00
Coleman, Lynda 6630.00
Coleman. Mac 6830.00
Conley, Elizabeth M. . .  6387.76
44.00Cook, Margaret M 
Cothran, Jane L 
Cothran Roy E. 13464.00
8890.00
Crawford, Margaret K. . 8360.00
Curd, Charlene W. 8360.00
Curd, Edward T . 13446.00
Curd, Freed 9337.94
Dailey, Cheryl 7830.91
Darnall, Lucinda C. 4720.00
Darnell, Judy A. 
Dodson, Juana B. 
7860.00
8060.00
Doron, Helen E. ...... 1765.50
Douglass, Duleie S. 88€4100
Dowdy, Da ytha  1742.78
Dowdy, George W. 8793.90
Dunn, Larry J 8890.00
Dunn, Lillie  1896.48
Dunn, Mildred H. 8360.00
Dunn, Norma 803.00
England, Larry A. 8160.00
Ernesberger, Debbie ... 3141.00
Falwell, Lorene 5621.64
Feltner, James R '116,16.00
Feltner, Linda H. 801827
Goodwin, Terry L.
Griter-,,LinaK-- -- 7040.00


























Murray State University, Office Rent 80.00
Torn Allen, Hauling Commodities 67.50 (Cont.
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, Travel 70.17
School Lunch, Reimbursement 8,756.12 
Starks, Br
ESEA Title), Transfer  1,759.00 S
tubblefie
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 42.89 
Janice W.
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 63.94 
Stubblefie
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 4,305.12 
Sykes, Joa
Walter Byars, Per Diem Travel 12.40 
Tucker, DI
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 12.88 
Urnar, Del
- Ferrel Miller,-Per Diem, 
Underwoo
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 11.44 
Walkel2t
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 11.44 
Wallis, Ev
William B. Miller, Exp. to Meeting 12.22 
Waltson, h
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 991) 
Watson, Ai
U.S.Postoffice, P. 0. Box Rent 16.00 
Wilkins,D
•
Region I Area Film Library, Film Rental 80.50 
Williams,
Thweatt's Service Station, Gas 59.84 
Williams,
Texaco, Inc., Gas 974.54 
Wilson, Ju
Gulf Oil Co , Gas 83.80 
Woodall, F
Union Oil Co., Gas 248.14 
Woodall, F
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 149.34 
Woods, Jo:
Hopkinsville Recapping Co Recapped Tires 46.00 
Wrather,
Yates, My
Benton Auto Supply, Bus Parts 105.88
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts 120.47 CUS1
Parker Ford, Bus Parts 27.80 AND
D W Auto Parts, Bus Parts 85.35 Adams, Vi
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts 273.96 Allen, Thoi
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts 479.18 Armstrong
Stokes Tractor dr Imp., Bus Parts 21.52 Armstrong
E. Blankenship of Ky., Bus Parts 87.59 Armstrong
City of Murray, Service 800 Bazzell,
Big K, Janitorial Supplies 36.97 Bizzell, EL
Murray Cash & Carry, Janitorial Supplies 54.15 Blakely, K
Huntington Laboratories, Janitorial Supplies 572.00 Boggess, E
Marimik Industrial Supply, Janitorial Supplies 140.57 Bucy, Orle
Calloway Co. Lumber Co , Maintenance 62.68 Burkeen, L
Vaughn's dr Humprhey's Plumbing, Maintenance 18.00 Colson, Cle
Steele-Allbritten, Maintenance 137.79 Cooper, Jo
James B. Smith, Maintenance 160.00 Copeland, 1
Randy Thornon Service, Maintenance 73.10 Cullie,Tur
Williams Radiator dr Glass, Bus Parts, Maintenance 183.47 Duncan, CI
VASCO, Maintenance - 275.00 Durican, L.
North Calloway, Intercom System  .1,500.00 " Duncan, W
Southwest Calloway, Interporn System 1  500.00 Dunn, Che5
F.ast Calloway, Intercom System 1  500.00 Dunn, Jew(
Baker & Taylor Ed Products, Equipment 770.06 Dunn, Mon
King School Equipment, Drapes 650.00 Dunn, Will
King School Equipment, Drapes 2,499.00 Edwards, I
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, Travel 389.62 Elkins, Lel
John R Imes Postmaster; Stamps . 50.00
SOA1SeCirrity, Soc. Sec 
ZallenePTIWAPTIVr7,411-730.. 7r.
Enoch, Mai
Ky. State Treasurer, Co Ret. 740.88 Farris, J. A
Amoco Oil Co , Gas 258.49 Finney, GIs
Foundation Program Captial, New Building • 86,096.25 Finney, ler
Outlay Fund Finney, Luc
Foundation Program Captial, Transfer 100,000.00
Outlay Fund
A. B. Beale di Son, Maintenance
Leander Finney, Janitorial Work
Lucy Finney, Janitorial Work 900
•
Kerlick, Bess T. 10461.00 Lillie Dui
Key, Gwyn D. - 8269.62
Key, Mary J. -- 6730.i30 
Subscri
King, David 10490.00 
August
King, Eva 506.00
King, Faye F. 7660.00
Korb, Alberta A. 10716.00
Lanier, David A 9580.00
Lassiter, Charlie L.... 12045.00
Lassiter, Mildred T 8890.00
Lassiter, Patricia G.. .  8040.00
Leet, Martha J 6730.00
Light, Barbara C. 6657.24
Lovett, Nancy B 7760.00
Lovett, Nancy Williams  6630.00
Lovins, Otis  1339.00




May, Larry 308.00 
Univers
McAlister, Ronald 14562.50 
Central
McCage, Lorene M. ..  . 8360.00
McCall, James 6886.50 
Prentice
McCuiston, Barbara A.  8340.00 
Univers.
McCuiston, Mary Ruth .  6594.16 
Central •
McDaniel, Agnes A. .. 8360.00 
Laidlaw
McDaniel, Dan  180.00 
J. Westc
McDermott, Eva 6793.08 
Callowa
McKenzie, Joyce  132.00 
Callowa
Miller, Eleanor 7916.97
Miller, William B 16933.00 
Callowa
Mitchell, Wanda V 6529.91 
Jenn Pu
Murdock, Donna 737.00 
Central ,
Myers, Geraldine M. . . . 9040.00 
Rand MI
Nance, Maurelle C 8360.00 
Science
Nance, Shelia 3388.60 
. CIB-Mc
Neale, Rachel A 8060.00 
Dexter 4
Nix, Billy R 9030.00 
Univers
Nix, James W 7353.50
Norsworthy, Marie P. .  2871.50 . 
NASCO,
Outland, Virginia S. . . .  9585.24 , 
Central
Overby, Judy 990.00 
Educati
Palmer, Christelle  456.77 
Dexter 4
Parks, Carmon M 12630.00 
Barnell
Parks, Crystal B. 8890.00 
Rand M•
Paschall, Larry I.  9690.00
Paschall, N. P. 8890.00 
Pool Off
Patterson, Linda M . 7760.00
Patterson,•Willtam T..  8540.00
Perkins, Wilda 6530.00
Perry, Emily C. 2225.12 Margar
Philpot, Lou Ann 768.00 John Jo
Pierce, Donna J 22.00 Banda (
















Rodgers, Pamela . , 24.00
Rogers, Frank Wayne . . 0530.00 
Retiren
Ross, Lucille T  463744
Ituss-O,Zary -- -- 88.00- - - 
--- - - Beginni
Sanders, Enid R 8360.00 t 
Receipt
Scroggins, Nell  1414.00 
Receipt
Scroggins, Nelle 4613.14 
Expend
Sears, Winta Jane 7817.51 
Ledger
Seiber, Patricia W - 6730 00 - 
Bank B
Simmons, Kathy  110.00 
Callowr





Smith, Julianne 2591%8 •
. 8360-.00- - -
130.00




7969:03 Stokes Tractor & Implement Co , Bush-Hog 4  525.00
89,320.00 Thweatt's Tire Center, Tires-Board Car 52.00
Srnitit-Marthe
6630.00 Spiceland, Linus





















































740.88 Farris, J. Robert 1909.12 Underhill, Henry 4696.44
258.49 Finney, Gladys 2122.32 Webb, Betty 985.50
,096.25 Finney, Leander 1971.00 Willoughby, Wanda 1496.50
Finney, Lucy 2407.02 Wyatt, Brenda Y. 1656.00
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(Cont. From Page 6
Starks, Brenda 960
Stubblefield, Janice W. . 8314.81
Janice W 8314,81
Stubblefield, Jimmie L... 383.80
Sykes, Joanna A. 9851.00
Tucker, Douglas G. 8769.87
Urnar, Dee Ann 1308.00





Wilkins, Dianne F. 6494.70
Williams, Jo C.  133.60
Williams, Rebecca B.. . .7340.00
Wilson, June G 8360.00











Armstrong, Thomas Lee . 5.63
Bazzell, Ruth 1458.00
Bizzell, Euin
Blakely, Keys  




Cooper, Jo Ann ' 2266.30
Copeland, Howard Jr. . .. 328.57
Cullie, Turpin 1642.50
Duncan, Charles 445.50















Jones, Claude 0  1098.00





Madison, Donald ..  336.42
Marr, Verlene M 2056.50
McCallon, Clifton 630.00
McClard, F. B. 630.00
McCoy, Mary Sue 899.33
Morris, Betty L. 2073.37
Murdock, Alfred H 5  63
Murdock, Mavis 1665.00





Raspberry, Shirley J.  45.00
Schroader, Bernadine . . 3277.62
Schroeder, Bobby 18.00




Skinner, Patricia  1107.00









Garrett, James E 1611.00
Garrison, Attie S. 1665.00
Gibson, Peggy A. 1291.50
Greer, Ira  1735.18
Harrison, Walter 
Hendon, Rachel M. 
Herndon Les
Hicks Sarah
Higgins, Albert 583.85 the gnashing of teeth.
Higgins, Belinda 1602.00 It will be a 
year for recharg-
Higgins, Hoy 7120.95 ing the batteries and setting the
Hill, Arvin 2056.50 sights on newer and loftier
Holland, Gracie 1672.00 
goals.
"If I had won the Grand
Slam, I probably would have
got out of the game," said
Nicklaus after winning his
fourth PGA and 16th major title
Sunday. -Now I am more de-
termined to continue playing. I
like golf. I am a better player
than I ever was.
"This is my fourth PGA. Wal-
ter Hagen won five. I would
like to match that. Nobody ever
has won more than four U.S.
Opens. I would
Jack Nicklaus Roars To PGA Championship
By WILL GR1MSLEY The fact I came close this year
AP Special Correspondent only prods my ambition to try
AKRQN, Ohio LAP)- For to win the Grand Slam."
756.00 the world's greatest 
golfer, the Nicklaus held off the chal-
52.88 "Year That Jack 
Nicklaus lenge of Australian Bruce
..15,52.50 Gave the Grand Slam Away" Cramp...ton Suridtly over the long. 
_ne 
,
1620.00-Wirfiet 15# nnelbr Weerrig arid Pireito course and won the


















































. . . . 7353.50
.. 2871.50














. . . 8360.00
. . .6645.40
. . . 4110.79
. 9440.00













I . .. 6810.00





Balance on Hand Beginning of Year $190,063.78
Total Receipts for Year  .211,613.46
Total Receipts & Balance 2,301,677.24
Total Expenditures for Year . .. 2,081,58494
Ledger Blance Close of Year 220,092.30
Bank Balance Close of Year 35,695.59
Outstanding Checks Close of Year   . 15,603.29
Actual Cash Balance Close of Year 20,092.30
Securities 200,000.00
Calloway County Board of Education
Lillie Dunn, Treasurer















University Book Store, Teaching Supplies 3  60
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 178.38
November, 1974
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Teaching Supplies  158.80
University Book Store, Teaching Supplies 12.43
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies  177.90
L,aidlaw Brothers, Teaching Supplies 2  74
J. Weston Welch, Publisher, Teaching Supplies 21.16
Calloway County Board of Ed., Operation of Plant 4  403.00
Calldway County Board of Ed., Maintenance of Plant. . . !,512.00
December, 1974
Calloway County Board of Ed., Substitute Teacher 22.00
Jenn Publications, Teaching Supplies  115.55
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies  137.39
Rand McNally & Co., Teaching Supplies 67.98
Science Research Ass., Teaching Supplies 86.08
CTB-McGraw Hill, Teaching Supplies 48.12
Dexter & Westbrook, Teaching Supplies  148.46
University Book Store, Teaching Supplies  48.18
January, 1975
NASCO, Teaching Supplies 9  20
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 93.98
Educational Sensory Prog. Teaching Supplies 73.40
Dexter & Westbrook, Teaching Supplies 48.88
Bernell Loft, LTD, Teaching Supplies 57.92
Rand McNally College, Teaching Supplies 90
February, 1975
Pool Office Equipment, Teaching Supplies 7  8.3

































Calloway County Board of Education
Lillie Dunn, Treasurer
Subscribeck,. and sworn to by Lillie Dunn this the 8th day of
August. •
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57th PGA by two strokes, shoot-
ing a final-round 71 for 276. He
collected $45,000.
Crampton, trailing three and
four strokes most of the day,
failed to sink crucial putts on
the incoming nine and finished
second with a 69 for 278.
Only Crampton threatened -
and not very seriously - in the
muggy, rain-interrupted show-
down over the .7,18.0-yard, par-
70 Firestone -layout which the
pros have labeled the "Mon-
ster."
Tom Weiskopf, Nicklaus' fel-
low townsman who beat him in
a recent playoff for the Cana-
dian Open, had to sink a 20-foot
Four Years But Revenge




( AP) - Revenge on the golf
course is sweet, even when you
Back in 1971, in the Sealy
Classic at Las Vegas, Sandra
Palmer of Dallas was in a sand
trap short of the 18th green.
She blasted out, dropped the
have to wait four years for it.to ball right into the hole for an
eagle and stole the title by one
stroke from Donna Caponi
Young.
At Sunningdale Saturday,
.Mrs. Young, of Los Angeles,
got back at last.
She holed from 60 yards with
a sand Wedge to eagle the 295-
yard 11th hole and went on to
beat Miss Palmer by two
strokes for the European Wom-
en's Open crown.
Little Miss Palmer, who
stands 5-foot-l", was the last
player in and heard about the
stroke when she came off the
18th green. She went straight to
her old rival with a smile and a
handshake.
"That was a nasty thing to do
a. giti.;'..,she said - 
"But you once did it to me,
Sandy," - Mrs. Young replied
sweetly. "Remember?"
Mrs. Young's sand wedge
was the shot of the 72-hole tour-
nament.
Her drive from the tee sailed
down the middle of the fairway
and came to rest on a down-
ward slope.
"I thought it was a rather
tough lie," she said. "I took a
sand wedge.
• 'I have been using my sand
wedge a lot on The fairways on
this course, and I got close to
the hole with it more than once.
This time the ball went in."
24.78 That eagle gave Mrs. Young
29.04 a two-stroke rnargin_over
39113 Palmer. She finished with a
29.16 lour-under-par 70 and a 13-urt-
89.17 der-par total of 283 over Sun-
28.11 ningdale's 6,174-yard, par
27.35 3638-74 layout. She won
31.08 $11,000.
Lucille Ross, State Convention 86.66
Calloway Co. Bd. of Ed., Reimb. State Conf. 50.00
Proctor & Gamble, Health Supplies 5  50
Lucille Ross, Travel  132.12
Beltone Electronics Corp., Audiometer 387.65
Mead School Products,. Laminators  1,950.00
December, 1974 •. --
Richardson & Trevathan, Audit 775.00
United States Postoffice, Stamps 50.00
Calloway Co. Board of Ed., Substitute Teacher 92.00
Lucille Ross, Travel 27.84
January, 1975
Highsmith Co., Library Supplies 89.94
Holland Drugs, Health Supplies  171.77
Lucille Ross, Travel 14.88
• February, 1975
Highsmith Co., Library Supplies  15.23
Gaylord Brothers, Library Supplies 59.94
Rand McNally & Co., Teaching Supplies 4  84
United Lighting Equipment, Teaching Supplies 36.94
Science Research Assoc., Teaching Supplies 56.30
Dexter & Wesbrook, LTD, Teaching Supplies 51.51
Bernell Loft, LTD, Teaching Supplies 33.77
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 441.00
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 83.03
Roses Stores, Health Supplies 5  96
Lucille Ross, Travel 42  00
frMarch,1975..,
T. g. Denison SiCo.; Liblary SOPplies -
Central School Supply, Library Supplies  18.62
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 26.23
Charles E. Merrill, teaching Supplies 40.06
Lucille Ross, Travel  17 28
April, 1975
T. S. Denison & Co., Library Material  . 6.21
Lucille Ross, Travel 25.44
May, 1975
get five.
Dennis Wilson of Harrisburg, Illinois, driving the Wild Wood
Weed, pours the coal to the little critter as he attempts to pull the
slide at the four wheel drive pull held at the fairgrounds Saturday
night. Wilson broke down on the pull but repaired and came back to
pull again.
Staff Plot° by Berry Drbwr




Patricia Allbritten, State Convention 
Ioni_BohannOn„State 
Convention.,J. W. Jones, State Con ention, 
-.Marline Crittenden, State Convention 
Banda Cunningham, State Convention 
Margarette Winchester, State Convention 
Kay Lowe, State Convention 
Mary J. Cooper, State Convention 
putt on the fliaal hole to finish 297.
third with a 68 for 279. It was Weiskopf who sug-
A 25-year-old tour sophomore, gested that 1975 will be one
Andy North of Gainesville, which Nicklaus might remem-
Fla., slipped past a handful of ber with great regret.
challengers with a 65 despite a "I tbkrA he will not soopior-
dOubfe bogey, Tourtil it gent is the year he gave the
281. Former U.S. Open Cham- Grand Slam away," Weiskopf
pion Hale Irwin, without a said. "He should have won the
single birdie, in a round of 73, U.S. Open. He did things he
and veteran Bill Casper tied for never does. He also should
fifth with 283. have won the British Open."
Some of the game's biggest After winning the Masters,
names tired and fell back. Brit- Nicklaus blew the U.S. Open at
ish Open champion Tom Wat- Medinah by bogeying the last
son had 285. Gary Player and three holes, finishing two shots
Arnold Palmer tied at 291. U.S. back. He missed the British
Open king Lou Graham shot 296 Open at Carnoustie by a single
and Lee Trevino trailed with shot.
Thus Nicklaus came within
three shots of the professional
goal of winning the four top pro
events - the Masters, U.S. and
British Opens and PGA - in a
single ytax., jkniktari wstri
first three in 1953 and didn't
play in the PGA.
However, Nicklaus, in adding
his 16th major title, embellish-
ing a record that staggers the
imagination and marks him as
undoubtedly the greatest golfer
of the age, if not of all time.
He boosted his year's prize
money to $248,599 - No. 1 in
the standings - and pushed his
lifetime earnings to $2,492,222.
Tommy West of Lynn Germ polls the 25,000 pound slide down the track during the Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers Four Wheel Drive Pull Saturday sight. Approximately 2,000 spectators watched over 100 con-
testants from five states compete for cash and trophy prizes in Kentucky's first exclusive four wheel
drive pull. Further details will be disclosed in this week's "Four Wheeling" column.
Stuff not* by Illitcli Grist
2t80
Charles E. Merrill, Books 29.78
Lucille Ross, Travel 6:3.38
Holland Drugs, Health Supplies  12.51
June, 1975
F'LenUce_-tiall. Inc., Books 23.62
Lucille Ross, Travel 24.00
Salaries for Certified Personnel
• ESEA Title!
Patricia Allbritten $3,043 38
Toni Bohannon 5  251.13
Janice Cooper 5,525.00
Jeannie Crittenden • 6,033.34
Banda Cunningham 6,116 66
John Jones 4,077 08
Fleda Lowe •  3,134.92
Ruth Majors 5,304.00
Lucille Ross 3,700.3d







Receipts  •':.  $59,759.00
Expenditures 57.770.35
,..- 00 ,Balance 1,98865
Outstanding Checks •  977 31
Bank Balance 2I,§65 96
f- Calloway County Board of Education
Lillie Dunn, Treasurer
• - a- .•• •- Subscribed and swortitoDy Lillie DUnn this atlyttaypf Angti.ct
Edward Curd • Edward Curd
--Naterfrretatr-
- C,alloway County 
-7- -  op
Calloway County















By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct GB
70 45 609 -
62 51 549 7
59 55 518 101/2
54 62 466 161/2
51 61 455 171/2
46 70 397 241/2
West
70 45 609 -
City 64 50 561 51/2
56 59 487 14
55 61 474 15142
52 65 4,44 19
51 66 436 20
Sunday's Results
Minnesota 4, Detroit 0
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 1
Chicago 3, Baltimore 2
Milwaukee 7, Texas 4
California 1, New York 0
Boston 5, Oakland 3
Monday's Games
Kansas City (Busby 151) at
Baltimore (Cuellar 10-8), (n)
Texas (Perry 11-15) at De-
troit (LaGrow 7-11),-411)-
Milwaukee (Slaton 11-11) . at
Minnesota (Butler 1-3), (n)
New York (Dobson 9-11) at
Capornia _ganana 9-61,1,n)_
Boston (Motet 8-1) at Oak.
land (Blue 158), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at Baltimore, (n)
'Texas at Detroit, (n)
Cleveland at Chicago, (n)
Milwaukee at Minnesota, (n1
Boston at California, In)
New York at Oakland, (n)




Pittsburgh 66 49 _574
Philphia 64 51 .557 /
St. Louis 60 54 .526 51/2
New York 58 56 509 71/2
Chicago 55 63 466 121/2
Montreal • 48 A* - .429, -14idis
West
Cincinnati 76 39 661
Los Angeles 61 55 .526 2
S.Fran2-isco 56 59 .487 20'
San Diego 53 62 .461 23
Atlanta 51 65 .440 25'--j
Houston 44 75 370 34
Sunday's Results
San Francisco 8, Philadelphia
1
Los Angeles 1, New York 1
Chicago 9, Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 11, Montreal 3
St. Louis 3, San Diego 2, 10
innings
Houston 5, Pittsburgh 3
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 5-2)
at Atlanta (Thompson 01 or
Easterly 14), (n)
Chicago (R. Reusthel 8.12) at
cionatt- 4Elarcy-194/1.-tel9 
GB
RECAPITULATION San Francisco (Halicki 59)
at Montreal „(Rogers 8-8), (n)
San Diego (Jones 156) at
New York (Matlack 13-8), (n),
St Louis (Curtis 8 8) at Hous-
ton (Dierkr 9-12), (n)
Los Angeles (Messersmith 13
111 at. Philadelphia (Christen







,San Diego at New York. (r)
51. Louis..at Houston, In)
Son or daughter college bound?
Are they covered by a
comprehensive health care plan?
Better be sure.
With the rising cost of health care, a prolonged
hospital stay or illness could put many people
right out of college.
The Special Blue Cross and Blue Shield
C.oliege Student program provides year 'round
coverage to full-time students to age 27 and
when they marry there is also a family plan
available
So, if you have a son or daughter who is now a
college student or will be entering college this
fall, send in the coupon below for more
information about the Bfue Cross and Blue
Shield College Student Plan.
Our only business is helping yOu get good




Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky 3101 B-ardstown
Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40205 Please send me without obligation nongroup information. ,
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements /41108108
- (Check all items Name 3W )(tors )(kitssL......thatappi
.
Age )1118-24 U25-39
• C40-64 [165 or over City 
am
-
OGe(ting married Employed by (Comparry name)
DA college student *(Company address) 
DPreiently.a menthe( of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested tn .irnproying)my .
 e.••••••••mildhary-
Z IQ
benefits MV Certificate No
tnterestert tormmi-art Emptoyee Grout:05 or more erm;tovees.
p Piease send the booklet The Cost Of Health Care What s Being Done
4 'Farm S  Aubs-F-accu-.810 A 
• • • • • • • • • • • • .• • - ••••••• .•••••• s••••••••
• ...MK
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HEALTHY CUT-Dean Cherry of the Murray Pony League All-Stars takes a healthy cut at a pitch in tour-
nament action. Cherry, the catcher for Murray, caught two no-hitters this week and did a fine job behind
the plate for the State Champion Murray team.
NO-HIT HURLERS-Alan Gibbs (left) and Brad Taylor pose with tourmiwient director Ray Foust Jr. at
Calvert City. Gibbs fired a no-hitter to give the Murray Pony Leaguers thoState Title and Taylor fired a
Aso-hitter ia the first game at Calvert City friday,,_: -
(SWF Moms by !Mks lamsam)
Murray Pony League
Team Out Of Tourney
The Murray Pony League All-
Stars have been eliminated
from the Southeast Northern
Regional 'Pou-rnament - at
Calvert City.
Murray dropped an 8-1
contest Saturday afternoon to
Lafayette, Ind., and then
bounced back Saturday night to
rip Marshall County 13-1 and
eliminate the hosts from the
double elimination tournament.
Then Sunday afternoon, faced
with having to win at least one
game to stay alive, Murray was
eliminated as thèy1eB52 TO 
which went un-
defeated in the tournament.
Murray led 1-0 going into the
top of the fourth Saturday
agaitist Lafayette. Thomas
Kendall had pitched "‘ree
perfect innings, running the
Murray no-hit string to 20 in- -












But the first man up in the
frame singled. After getting the
next man out, Kendall failed to
retire another batter. Lafayette
had six eOnsecutive hits and
posted eight runs to sew up the
win.
Kendall had two of the
Murray hits while David
Stripling had the other.
Saturday night, David Mathis
twirled a two-hitter and fanned
six in an abbreviated five inning
game called by the 12-run rule
as Murray slammed Marshall
County _ -
Robert Whittier paced the
attack with three hits while
Kendall, Mathis and Terry
Gibson each had two. Also
Hendricks.
Sunday, Lafayette moved to
an early 1-0 before posting four
runs in the third frame ter move
ahead 5-0. Murray got its only
two runs in the fourth,, Murray
had all kinds of chancea to score
but couldn't. Murray left the
bases loaded in the first and
second innings.
'Braid Taylor, wlso !Wed a no-
hitter Friday over Marshall
County, worked the first four
innings and Gibbs worked the
final two frames.
Whitrner again paced the
attack with two hits while
Hendricks and Kendall each
had one.
Lafayette moves on to Skokie,
hitting safely were Brad Taylor, 111... kr_ _further tournament
Stripling. Alan Gibbs and Hal PlaY•
Sizzling Cards And Mad Hungarian Win
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Don Sutton is pushing to be-
come a 20-game winner for the
first time in his career. The
Pittsburgh Pirates aren't push-
. All...P.ILY/901.41 Ule Moment 
but the panic button might net
be too far off.
Sutton, whose 19-9 records in
1972 and again last year were
his winningest seasons, became
the the National League's first
16-game winner this year with
a three-hitter that gave the Los
Angeles Dodgers a 2-1 victory
over the New York Mets Sun-
day.
The Pirates, meanwhile, got
pushed around by lowly Hous-
ton for the fourth straight time
andskappedibeir fifth-straight.
game, losing 5-3 to the Astros.
In the rest of the NL, Cincin-
nati blitzed Montreal 11-3, San
Francisco walloped Phila-
delphia 8-1, Chicago beat At-
lanta 9-1 and St. Louis defeated
San Diego 3-2 in 10 innings.
While the Mets managed only
three hits off Sutton, 16-9, in
nine innings, the Dodgers got
three in the fourth inning alone
- all they needed to secure the
victory. John Hale's sixth home
run of the season started the
burst-against Bank Webb, then
Steve Garvey walked and Ron
Cey and Steve Yeager singled
for a 2-0 lead. Mike Phillips'
single gave New York its run in
the bottom of the inning.
Astros 5, Pirates 3
Skip Jutze and Tommy
Helms knocked in two runs
KENTUCKY LEAGUE CHAMPS-The Hats won the Kentucky League championship this year and Friday
night in the All-Star game, defeated the All-Stars from the other teams in the league 3-0. Top row, left to
right, are Jim Gough, coach, Barry Lee, Bobby Johnson, Mike Pearson, David Story, Mike Gough, and Joe
Pat Lee, coach. Front row, Mike Sykes, Gary FaHoway, David Cooper, David Denton, Jeff Humphreys, Tim-
my Wright and Jerry Hiimphreys, coach.
SPORTS
Davis Greeted Rudely By Wings
In His Second Pro Grid Game
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Anthony Davis as learning
that life in pro football isn't al-
ways a bed of roses.
Davis, one of college foot-
ball's most glamorous per-
formers and a Rose Bowl star
at Southern California the past
few years, had a rollicking
time in his pro debut one week
ago. He rushed for 102 yards,
caught two passe-s and com-
pleted one in leading the South-
Tigers Continue Tailspin As
They Drop 15th Straight Game
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
"If you were 12 years old,
you could cry," said Detroit
Manager Ralph Houk,
The Tigers continued their
tailsptYrSunday, dropping a 4-0
decision to Bert Blyleven and
the Minnesota Twins. It was
their 15th straight loss, extend-
ing the club record, and left
them within five games of the
all-time record 01_20 straight
defeats set by Boston in 1902
and tied by the Philadelphia
Athletics in 1916 and 1943.
Despite extra batting prac-
tice, the Tiger bats managed
just 16 base hits and one run in









Minister for Highland Ave.
Church of C'hrist. Abilene,
Texas.
Received MA Degree, Har-
ding Graduate, 1965. - -
Born in Saskatchguan
Canada
Held many _meetings in the
area
Dnecir of sinemy.
term sybes of Pons. T.4,,
PUBLIC INVIIED TO ATTEND All SERVICES
Twins.
"We haven't had a day off
since the All-Star break, maybe
that's the trouble," said Houk.
"The bats may be heavy. When
you face a pitcher like that,
you don't know whether you're
hitting or not."
Elsewhere in the American
League, Kansas City beat
Cleveland 5-1, Boston dumped
Oakland 5-3, Chicago edged
Baltimore_ _2-2, California_
blanked New York 1-0 and Mil-
waukee downed Texas 7-4.
Blyleven, 11-6, limited the Ti-
gers to four singles en route to
his second shutout of the sea-
son.
Jerry Terrell broke up a
scoreless game with a run-scor-
ing double off Ray Bare, 6-7, in
the seventh and Rod Carew fol-
lowed with a sacrifice fly. Phil
Roof added a two-run homer
for Minnesota in the ninth.
- - Royals-6, Indians 1
John Mayberry 's three-run
homer helped Kansas City win
for the 14th time in 18 outings
under Manager Whitey Herzog
and close to within 51,2 games
of first-place Oakland in the
American League East.
It was Mayberry's 26th
homer of the season, only two
behind Reggie Jackson's
league-leading total, and ex-
tended his hitting streak to 14
games. Al Fitzmorris, 12-9, bes-
ted Eric Raich, 6-7.
Baltimore's seven-game win
streak. Mike Torrez carried a
four-hit shutout into the ninth
but left after a leadoff walk.
Reliever Grant Jackson then
surrendered a two-run homer to
Brian Downing. A walk and
Jorge Orta's RBI-double off
Ross Grimsley made reliever
Rich Gossage. 6-6, the winner
and dropped the. Orioles seven
games off the pace in the AL
-East.
Angels 1, Yankees 0
Lee Stanton broke up a score-
less ballgame with a run-scor-
ing double in the ninth inning
for California. Bill Singer
checked the Yanks on four hits
before giving way to Mickey
Scott, 3-1, in the ninth. Loser
Rudy May, 11-7, went the di-
tance with a four-hitter.
Brewers 7, Rangers 4
George 'Scott collected four
hits, including his 24th home
run, and drove in three runs as
Milwaukee snapped a six-game
losing streak.
Sixto Lezcano contributed a
two-run double as the Brewers
went ahead for good with-four
runs in the third inning.
Webster Hitched
GREENSBORO, N.C. I AP) -:
Marvin Webster, the first play-
er picked ,by the Denver Nug-
gets in the American Basket-
ball Association draft, was
weal ing a cast on his right foot
Red Sox 5, A's 3 w,ien he married his college_
Two-run homers by Cecil- sweetheart Saturday.
Cooper and Jim Rice helped The seven-foot Webster, who
Boston raise its lead in the signed a contract reportedly for
Afnerican League East to seven .$1.5 million with Denver, frac-
games. Luis Tient, 14-11, broke tured a left metatarsal bone
a three-game losing streele-- .while playing in a pickup game
Dick Rosman, 7-4, was the los- in New York nearly two weeks..
er. Gene Tenace drove in all ago. The cast is expected to be
the Oakland rut-is with a homer removed in three weeks..
and Sacrifice fly. Webster married Medera
W1hsite-Sos-3,0sAules -Meadows-in-the Trinity Aft kar-
The White Sox rallied for Methodist Episcopal 1AME)
three runs in the ninth to snap church here. ,
ern California Sun to victory in
its World Football League sea-
son opener.
Then came the fall.
At San Antonio Saturday
night, the Wings ganged up on
Davis and clipped the fleet run-
ning back, holding him to just
45 yards on 13 carries. Mean-
while, San Antonio's offense ex-
ploded for a 54-22 win.
"San Antonio had a player
everywhere I wenle"---..-Davis
lamented afterwards.
And the Wings had lots of
players left over for offense,
too. Like Billy Sadler and Steve
Conley, who each ran for two
touchdowns, and Jim Strong,
who ran for one. The five TDs
on the ground set a WFL
record, as did the Wings' five
successful action points.
Sun rookie quarterback Pat
Haden, a college teammate of
Davis, completed 24 of 40
passes for 313 yards, and his
team actually outgained the
Wings 419-317 in total offense.
The Wings led by only 15-7 at
the half, but then Southern Cal-
ifornia's luck ran out. San An-
tonio erupted for 31 points in
the third period and the rout
was on.
Elsewhere in the WI. Satur-
day night, the Memphis South-
men came from behind to beat
the Charlotte Hornets 23-11; the
Hawaiians nipped the Portland
Thunder 25-24; the Birmingham
Vulcans trimmed the Phila-
delphia Bell 23-17, and the
Shreveport Steamer set a club
record for points in defeating
the Chicago Winds 38-18.
Memphis, down 11-0 at half-
time, got one touchdown from
each of its three former Miami
Dolphins stars and pulled out
the victory.
Larry Csonka, who rushed fOr
114 yards, and Paul Warfield
Perfect Game
JACKSON, N.J. (AP) - Billy
Hardwick, Louisville, Ky., who
recorded a 300 game during
Sunday's final qualifying block
of the Jackson Open, actually
started his game with a spare
before coming through with 12
straight strikes.
_The,. 3.4-year-old_ pro bowler
began his fourth game of the
afternoon sessioh, with a spare,
only to learn that he had taken
his tos,ses on the Tong lane.
PBA-,Tournament Director
Harry Golden ruled that he had
to start his game anew, on the
proper lane, and Hardwick
promptly came through witha
strike. He followed with ll
inure-as-he- posted tits-ltrirt 300' 
inover two years and the llth
Of his career.
apiece in the vict-ory over Pitts-
burgh. The Astros put the Pi-
rates away early, punching in
four runs in the first inning off
Jim Rooker.
"I expect at any moment for
the club-be-break-ontof the hit-
ting slump," Pirates Manager
Danny Murtaugh said. "We
haven't pushed the panic but-
ton. We're still in first place.
We're just having a bad streak
now."
Reds 11, Expos 3
The Reds raked Montreal for
16 hits - thiee apiece by Tony
Perez and Johnny Bench - and
put the Expos away with four-
run bursts in the fifth and
eighth innings. George Foster's
19th homer, a three-run shot,
capped the latter surge.
Giants 8, PhIllies 1
Gary Matthews drove in four
runs with a pair of homers to
power San Francisco past
Philadelphia and keep the
PhiMes from cutting into the
Pirates' two-game lead in the
NL East. Matthews opened the
fourth inning with a solo homer
of Dick Ruthven, then
slammed a three-run shot off
Gene Garber in the seventh.
Cubs 9, Braves 1
Bill Bonham's five-hitter and
Rick Monday's three-run double
moved helped Chicago rout the
Braves. Bonham, who was
shelled for seven hits and seven
Signs Contract
LOS ANGELES - Forward
Don Ford, a medium round
draft choice from University of
Santa I/40AP/, - has. signed a.
multi-year contract with the
Los Angeles Lakers, the team ,
announced Sunday.
Ford, 6-foot-9, averaged 19.6
points and 8.4 rebounds a game
for the Gauchos last year. He
transfered to UCSB from the
University of New Mexico and
was elibigle for the draft be-
cause he red-shirted one season
following his transfer.
runs by Philadelphia without
retiring a batter in his last ap-
pearance, had a perfect game
until Earl Williams led off the
fifth with a single to right. He
lost his shutout when Mike Lam
-he/awed inthe eighth. --- -.
Cards 3, Padres 2
San Diego took a 2-1 in the
top of the 10th on a homer by
Tito Fuentes, but Ken Reitz
homered in the bottom of the
inning to tie it. Mike Tyson
then singled, took second on
Bake McBride's pinch single
and scored on Lou Brook's
single that gave the Cards' ace




Colo. (AP) - Rick Smith, a 17-
year-old Pittsburgh golfer, con-
tinued to hold the lead in the
National Association of Insur-
ance Agents Youth Golf Classic
Sunday.
Smith had a 36-hole total of
141 after a two-over-par 74 Sun-
day.
Jeff Smith of Oskaloosa,
Iowa, was second at 142 and
there was a three-way tie for
third at 144 with Erick Dutt,
Las Vegas, Nev.; Chris Hou-
chin, Bakersfield, Calif., and
Rick Grover, Grandville, Mich.
The top 60 juniors were to be
teamed in foursomes with 20
professionals for the remaining
two days of competition.
TENNIS . . .
ert won her fourth consecutive
U.S. Open Clay Court Cham-
pionship Sunday, beating Diane
Fromholtz 6-3, 6-4. .
NORTH CONWAY, N.H. -
Jimmy Connors, the world's
top-ranked tennis player, easily
beat Australian Ken Rosewall
6-2, 6-2 Sunday to earn the title
in a $100,000 international tour-
nament.
each snared 10-yard scaling
passes in the third period from
John Huarte, then Jim Kiick
capped the comeback with a
two-yard TD run.
The Hawaiians scooped up
three Portland fumbles and re-
turned them all for touchdowns
in their one-point squeaker. "It
feels like we were snakebit or
something," said Portland
quarterback Don Horn, who
committed two of the fumbles.
Quarterback Matthew Reed
ran for touchdowns of 24 and 10
yards in the final quarter to
carry Birmingham to victory.
Rookie wide receiver Ricky
Scales caught touchdown
passes of 47 and nine yards to
highlight a 21-point fourth quar-
ter for Shreveport.
Attendance at the five WFL
games was 80,099. Birmingham
and San Antonio attracted an
estimated 21,000 each, Memphis






1,A. WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
1,454
s4)










FOR THE PR/CE OF A ROOM
Villa for the
price of a room
f $11 0 We
Villa for 4
(110 of 305 units)
Enjoy-your owe private villa at the World's
FAW Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
TIlsney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Kong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
) telephones, TV, shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hail,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai-
Ala, Auto/Dog Racing,.
▪ For free cedar brochure and information write
ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept.
















































































































































The lanky, 32-year-old -Ashe
likes to pin his opponents in the
backcourt with one of the fast-
est serves and forehands in ten-
nis. But he's out of his element
on slow surfaces like clay.
Orantes is 26, shorter but
stouter than Ashe and a recog-
nized expert on clay. He's also
the man who upset top-seeded
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina to
get a crack at Ashe and the
$16,000 winners' purse.
Orantes perhaps has a psy-
chological advantage over Ashe
in that he won the past three
meetings — the last being at
Montreal on the 1975 World
Championship Tennis circuit.
He is also second behind Vilas
in tennis Grand Prix points
while Ashe is fifth.
Nevertheless, Ashe is the
reigning Wimbledon champion,
has captured the 1975 WCT sin-
gles crown and is seeded sec-
ond in this $150,000 tournagaantp
just ahead of Orantes.
Both men have claimed all
week that they're in good con-
dition, however, the added
strain of four doubles matches
may have laken a toll on the
handsome Spaniard.
And Ashe has had several dif-
ficult singles matches. He
needed three sets to beat Bra-
zil's Thomas Koch in the early
going and was taken to tiebrea-
kers by both Jaime Fillol of
Chile and Onny Parun of New
Zealand.
Orantes has whizzed through
his end of the singles bracket in
straight-set matches, giving up
no more than four games to
any opponent before upsetting
Vilas 6-4, 6-2 in the semifinals
Sunday.
Until losing to Orantes, Vitas
had won 21 consecutive match-
es and three straight titles.












Fraley, Musgove Shrine Winners
THE WINNING CREW-Rex Fraley takes time to pose for o picture with his
Porn Freeman, Tami Fraley, Rex Fraley, Mails Fraley and Doug Fraley.
clan. From left to right are
(Sinn Photos by Mks armies)
Power And Finesse As Ashe And
Writes Play For Tourney Title
By JOHN SHURR
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — It'll
be the power of Wimbledon
champion Arthur Ashe against
the finesse of Spain's Manuel
Orantes when the two meet
and Colombia's Isabell Fernan-
dez won the women's doubles
by defeating the top-seeded
team of Gail Chanfreau,
France, and Julie Heldman,
Houston, 3-6, 7-5, 6-3.
Fraley Takes Shrine Championship While
Musgove Wins Guest Championship Tale
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Sr Times Sports Editor
Leo Durocher once said that
nice guys always finish last.
Rex Fraley just doesn't hold to
that idea.
Fraley, Who is president of
KT Industries in Clarksville,
captured the championship
flight in the Shrine Division of
the Murray Shrine Club In-
vitational Golf Tournament
Sunday.
The seventh annual tour-
nament attracted a field of over
300 golfers and the tourney was
played on both the Oaks and
Murray Country Clubs.
Two years ago, Fraley won
the Shrine Championship Flight
but didn't make the tournament
last year and Pat Nanny of
Sharon, Tn., took the title. But
the show belonged to Fraley this
time around.
One of the most popular
golfers on the course, the easy
going and humorous Fraley
fired a 72 Saturday on the Oaks
Club and a 75 Sunday at the
Murray Country Club to post a
36-hole total of 147 for victory.
He edged out Eddie Bryan of
Nashville by a single stroke.
"These guys hold one of the
best tournaments around,"
Fraley said of the organization
of the Murray Shrine Club
Tournament. "I really enjoy
playing here."
Saturday, Fraley had three
birdies and three bogeys in
posting his 72. On Sunday, he
had a pair of birds and five
bogeys in posting his 75 at the
Murray Country Club.
"I really liked the Murray
Country Club course," Fraley
said.
-It's a challenging course.
They have some par fives that
you call reach in two. I'd never
played the Oaks course before
and yet at one time Saturday, j
was three under par until I
bogeyed three of my last four
holes."
Everybody had trouble at the
Murray Country Club where the
greens were just like glass,
lightning fast.
"I couldn't hit the greens with
any confidence," Fraley said.
"I just couldn't tell what the
ball was going to do. I thought I
had a good chip shot going and
then I'd be four feet past the
hole."
Fraley had only one disap-
pointment the entire tour-
nament. He came within two
feet of winning a car. Murray
Bats= had offered two cars for
hole-in-ones, on the seventh hole
at Murray and the 15th at the
Oaks.
Fraley hit his tee shot to
within two feet of the pin on the
seventh at Murray Sunday. "I
really thought I had it at first,"
Fraley said.
It was the fifth victory of the
summer for Fraley, who also
had won the Clarksville Shrine
Shrine Tourney Scoreboard
%rim Champions*Meanwhile, Orantes teamed Richard Harmon

















mg Sunday, top-seeded Chris
Evert was resting after winning
her 75th match in a row on clay
and her fourth consecutive U.S.
Clay Court single's title.
Miss Evert pocketed $10,000
and added to her growing list
Fromholiz -..,.bert.ta -haat Argezairma2A RiPh-
Miss Fromholtz, who turned 19 ardo Cana and Chile's Belus
Sunday, received a check for Prajoux 7-5, 6-2 and advance to
$5,000 as runnerup. today's final match in men's
Uruguay's Fiorella Bonicelli doubles.
EAGLE-Bobby Freeman of Paris, Tn., is still a little awed by his
eagle he got on the 18th hole Sunday at the Murray Country Club.
He hit a six-iron from 160 yards out for the eagle, witnessed by
several people gathered around the benches by the green.
4
UP AND AWAY- Rex Fraley of Clarksville, Tn., sends the ball up
and away at the 15th tee at the Murray Country Club. Fraley
repeated his win of two years ago by capturing the Shrine Cham-
pionship flight in the Murray Shrine Club Invitational.
(Staff Photos by Mike Belowionl
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641 North - Murray, Ky.
Owned by Charles Gray and Dan McDaniel
 COUPON - -
WORTH $1.00 Off
the regular adult dinner price any Tuesday, Wednesday, or ,
Thursday evenings, 4:30 until 8:30. Reserved parties ex-
cluded. Aug. 5-28
IMO PIL .==3. savaL 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JELLICO, Tenn. (AP) — Cor-
bin, led by the pitching of Da-
vid Evans, brought his Eastern
Kentucky champion team to a
8-6 win over Western Kentucky
champ Paducah in the final
game of a best-of-three series
Sunday and a berth in the re-
gional American Legion Base-
ball championship.
Heading into Sunday play,
Corbin and Paducah had tied
with one victory apiece for the
state ' title. Paducah Friday
downed Corbin 9-7 and Satur-
day brought Corbin a 10-7 victo-
ry over Paducah.
Corbin now will face the
8598- IA Michigan state champion in the
-----xmc-- rttrearLakea- Regional Tow-fia:
84-91-13
















Corbin brought in eight riins
on six hits with only two errors
in Sunday action. Padikah
meanwhile needed seven hits to
s;-7-6-163 bring in its six runs and recce-sp,..77 - 165
0.75_1* __A:POUT errors.
90-76 45 Corbin took a three run lead
Ell fa8,46. In . thr first Inning -and- never-
93-80- 13 lost it. Home runs were driven.
90-6A :70
-n in by Gene Rpof rot& Cr'irbin in
the 9th and for Paducah by
catcher Yo Yo Adams in the
3rd.
The loas went to Paducah's
David Vinson.
Watchers said the crucial
play came in the 8th inning
when Corbin centerfielder Ken
Clark brought down a sure-
home run ball in the air to keep
the Western Kentucky titlist
from tying the game.
The winners in the American
Legion's eight regional contests
will go into play at the league's
World Series at Rapid City,
S.D. August 18--Sept.1. .
Craki Club 'Tourney .
Set This Weekend
Tournament.
In the guest championship
flight, it wasn't even close as
Scotty Musgove of Paducah
romped through the two rounds
with a 145 by posting 18-hole
scores of 74 and 71. Musgove
played at the Murray Club
Saturday and at the Oaks
Sunday.
-Je-rry Caldwell of the Oaks
Country Club had the lead with
a 73 on Saturday but shot
himself out of competition as he
soared to an 80 Sunday at the
Murray Country Club.
Musgove is a 23-year-old
graduate of Western Kentucky
University.
"I didn't play on the golf team
at Western," Musgove said. "I
guess they thought I wasn't
good enough."
Musgove hit 15 greens Sunday
at the Oaks.
"Both courses were in really
great shape," Musgove said.
"I'd just like to say that this
was really a well organized
tournament. They really took
good care of us," added
Musgove.
Musgove is a salesman for
Overhead Door of Paducah and
hasn't had a chance to play
much golf at all this summer
because of the travel involved in
his job.
Rudell Parks of the Oaks
Country Club won the guest first
flight, Kevin D'Angelo of the
Oaks won the second flight,
Tom Muhleman of the Murray
Club took the third guest flight,
Billy Brandon of the Oaks took
the fourth flight, Jack Bates of
Fulton took the fifth flight and
James R. Albritten of the
Murray Club won the sixth
flight.
GUEST WINNER-Scotty Musgove of Paducah was the winner of
the guest championship flight in the Murray Shrine Club Tour-
nament as he fired a 145 to take a four-stroke win.
,The Oaks Country Club will
hold its club championship
tournament this - coming • -
Saturday and Sunday.
__GOlfersifill play $6 holes _on
Saturday and 18 Sunday.
Anybody-war-0.1N te ray- trr --
the tournament may do so by





(Introducing the 38mpg: VW rabbit.)
The Chinese named this the f cur of the Rabbit.
Their Rabbit will give you a year of prosperity.
Our Rabbit will give you 38 rnpgt (on the
highway).
As much legroom and headroom as you get
in some of the mid-sized cars.
Great carrying capacity, plus the conve-
nience of a Hatchback (and not a penny extra
for that hatch).
And a price that makes it the car of the year.
rabbit
1241 84PG city Boted:on 1975 model federal EPA report
. *Volkswagen of America.
Carroll VW-Audi
800 Chestnut 7S3-8850—r
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1- Man's 1 %ace
nickname 2 Mars name4 unit of 3 Message by
Siamese wire
_ currency Loi..) 4 PokeLs.take
8 ,Butter substi- 5 Fixed periods
lute (Collog ) of time
12 Employ 6 Retinues
13 Roman tyrant 7 Offspring
14 Conflagration 8 Proffer
15 Hindu 9 Hold on
cymbals property
16 Conveys from 10 Is mistaken
one place to 11 Bacteriolo-
another gist s wire 28
118 Fragrant 7 Takes 29
oleoresin unlawfully 30
20 Taut .19 Condescend-
21 Brim ing look 32
23 Scoff 21 Slave 34
25 More certain 22 Fight between 37
27 hEuSIC as two •





















































Person poorly 48 Possessive
adjusted to pronoun
job 50 Vast age
39 Leases 51 Attempt
40 Avoid
12 Part of church
43 Sluggish
44 At thiS place
46 Turkish
standard
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25 26 177 27
',„-r•!33




35 ,i:C:...„ 36 37 :,*".• 38
42 43 4.4 ..,' -;••71.45 46 '.. •
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OPEN 8-AM TO 9-PM




Come play in our leagues.
Enjoy friendly com-
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Office may be












Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line .... 753-NEED




















SOMEONE SAiD HE'S FROM
NEEDLES...I LOONPER WHAT






















DO YOU REE/A BER1 I
WHO YOU WERE: N K DO



















WERE YOU WEARING A MINK





Whoa yea need seisphes,
equipsneet or service cell
es. Clemning is what we
knew best. We base steam




6. Help Wanted 15 Articles For Sale
PHOTO MODELING in-
terest you? Like to attend 54-SELECTIONS Of
free seminars here? Only
expense is low cost c7rpoil-
folio, texts, etc., which
are yours to keep. For
details send name, age,
address, phone to Box
32J, Murray.







The advertisement for the
bees* for sale it 504 Mai St.
inedvertently inclederl en
$18,000 rebate. The correct
ainertai of sloe rebate is 51,1100.
\








has openings for high
school graduate to per-
form Rodman-Chainman
duties with field survey
party. Experienced
preferred but not
required. Call 753-8050 or
contact Ted F. Billington,
Consulting Engineer, Box
422, Murray.
MATURE WOMAN to keep
children in my home.
Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday. 2
p. m. to 10 p. m. Must
have own transportation.
Light housework. Must
have references. Call 753-
7382 before noon.
LADY TO STAY with
elderly woman, full or
part-time. No laundry and
very little cooking. Call
502-435-4233.
DEPENDABLE WOMAN







108N. 6th Street. Murray Ky
Buy Gold& Sliver
Estate Appraisal
Phone (5021 business 753-0140.
rught3S3-9231. store boors Mon-
day 14, Tuesday-Saturday 104
SMALL ENGINE
mechanic. Write P. 0.
Box 32.K.
PART-TIME worker
needed. Begin work Aug.
18. Approxirnatiely 22-24
hours per week. Reply to-





4 beemnewers le the gown(
wee will be *ea the op
portewity to hove mew vinyl
coated Steel Ileum Mire wt
plied to *a beam with op-
tienal decerwiv• work it • very
low cert. This amazing new
✓odeo hue captured is M-
ot hem•owners
ihromptiew gm United States
who we fed op with comment
parting end other maintemace
costs. It will lest yew a lifetime
end provides fell insarlatiori sem
NW Gee welter, OE well es fire
protection. Ow now product Cu.
be emit ever every type of
beam, isecluding frame, comets
block, asbestos, stucco, etc. It
corms I e choice of colors earl
is sew going to be introduced fib
the Calloway County wee. Yew
Wane crin boa showpiece in the
county sad vie will woks it wor-
th yew while if we cm ese yew
Noe for advertising. For ee au-
peinftwet, eseil %Irma, 3 goys









oiNiNG NOON 0* EVENING
5. lost And Found
LOST FULL grown male
Irish Setter. Call 753-2736,
Ronald Churchill, 1507
Cardinal Drive
-FOUND SWIM watch, at
Sonic Drive In. Call 753-
7876.





13. For Sale Or Trade
THREE BEDROOM house
on 641. If interested call
753-2846.
14. Want To Buy
LARGE HOUSE in country
to rent or buy on contract.
Small down payment.
Write Robert Phillips,
Rural Route 1, Salem
62881.
NICE, ALL electric,
mobile home. Call 753-
7975.
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailers, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 247-
8187.
15 Articles For Sale
1,200 TOBACCO sticks. Call
753-6692,
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each. 13ean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 753-
9618.
COAL LUMP stoker or egg,
write or call Edward
Ipock, 812 Givens St.,
Providence, Ky., 42450,
Phone 667-5950.
NICE USED foam rubber
mattress. Ideal for
camper truck. Call 753-
3805




for sale. Four dryers and
chairs, 2 stations, 2
_ hydrolic chairs. Only 8
months old. Phone 753-
8150 after 5:00.
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
RUBBER*TIHED wagon.
Two , inch cypress bed.
cypress sides. Boat and
motor. $100.00. Five horse
.Johnson motor. Flat
bottgrn at. Call 489-2345.
TOBACCO STICK-S.
Redman Stake Company,
94 Highway East. Call 753-
2417.




$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets 14.25 each. 1/2" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.





and gold range with
ceramic cooktop and self-
cleaning oven. Window









NEW IDEA, 2 row corn
picker. Call 753-5186.
CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
AGRI-PRODUCTS is the
MFS Grain bin and grain
handling equipment
dealer for West Kentucky.
We also handle Tri-Star
gooseneck trailers and
Miracle Span farm
buildings. Call 753-2958 for
details.
AGRI-PRODUCTS has a on
the farm grain cleaner
that takes the- garlic
onions out of wheat. Also
cleans soybeans and corn.
Call 753-2958 for in-
formation.
20 Sports Equipment
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Lassiter, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932






J. & B. Music
753-7575
24. Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
(1870.
FIREWOOD, ORDER now,




Strobe light $20.00, John
Boat and trailer $50.00,
1972 100 Yamaha $100.00.
22 Glenfield rifle with
scope $30.00. Call 753-7576
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870
27. Mobile Home Sales
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Ailso Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables, for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
12 x 60 THREE
BEDROOM, 11'2 baths,
carpeted, central air.




over payments of $96.63 a
month. Call 753-2903.
1973 ATLANTIC, 12 x 60,
with central heat and air.
435-4537 after 5:00 p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th
Street. Sewerage and city
water. Call 753-5228.
15 FT. FIBERGLASS boat.
75 h. p. motor. Price
$650.00. Call 753-0917.
1975 CHALLENGER bass
boat, green and silver,
metal flake color, with
Challenger bass boat
trailer. 85 h. p. Johnson
with power trim. 24 volt
Remote Johnson trolling
motor, plus many other
extras. This boat has been
run for 30 minutes. Never
been-registered. Call 436-
2211 or after 6 p. m. 753-
0224.
BOYS 5 SPEED bicycle. 5
months old. Call 753-6813,
20' PONTOON BOAT;










4 mike head has separate
Julume, bass,, treble and
revert). 5' columns has 4
11- speakers. All rolled
and pleated. Priced right
Call Frank Gonzales: 753-
1919 or 753-2314 alter 6.
REPOSFISED -STEREO
Console: -Balance dtte-or -
monthly 'payments. J. St•
B. , Music. Call- 753-7575•
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Three miles south
of Murray off of 641.
Electric heat, water
furnished. Call 753-4645.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
31. Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acTeage. Need
not be in top condition









HOUSE IN the country, 2




SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
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32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
convenient location, ideal





washer, washer and dryer
hookup. Central heat and




deposit required. Call 753-
6069.
FURNISHED FOUR
• bedroom apartment for
four persons near
University; also fur-
nished one room apart-
ment. Phone 753-7575 or
753-0669.
EFFICIENCY APART-
MEN'TS suitable for boys
at 1603 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, with all utilities,
for 3 college girls. Call
753-7243.
TWO BEDROOM, FUR-





and disposal. Has patio.
$140.00 per month. Call
753-3493.
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM Couples
only no pets. Call 753-2987.
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
in country, with garden
space. Well water. Call
•
753-0169.
37. Livestock • Supplies
ONE FIVE gaited show
horse and horse trailer.




trailer, 2 axle electric
brakes. Can be seen at
Thornton Tile and











SEE THIS charming, 3
bedroom, brick home,
only 5 blocks from Court
Square, lots of privacy in
large shaded yard. For
more information Call
Claude Miller 753-3059 or
Bob Perrin 753-3509. Let
us help you solve your
Real Estate problems.
Claude L Miller Real
Estate 753-5064.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
& Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
REGISTERED, FEMALE, with space for several
more. Extra large deepAustralian puppy. Call
753-6872 after 3. well. Four septic units.
-  - - - Electric-focus- to many- et-
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably
John C. Neubauer,








FOR SALE one year old
laying hens. $1.25 each.




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call





"Serving America Over 100 Years"
Here is an exciting opportunity to be your own boss
and share in the growth of our business in this area.
We will establish an aggressive man, woman or
husband-wife team in a full time franchise
catalogue store in Fulton, Ky. Here is an op-
portunity to own your own business with a chance to
earn a substantial year around income as our full
time authorized representative.
Write giving your address, telephone number and com-
plete personal qualifications and references. All
inquires will be held in strict confidence. Personal in







Lady wanted to keep full set of double
entry books. Will be required to keep ac-
counts receivable and accounts payable
journals, prepare payroll each week,
• rofit and loss statements and balance
sheets at the close of each month. Gover-
nment quarterly reports for taxes must
be prepared on schedule. We offer paid
vacations and other fringe benefits. 5u2
day work week in very pleasant, air con-
ditioned office.
The person we seek must have a
knowledge-of-bookkeeping and past ex-
perience in a business office would be
helpful. Assistance in training will be
provided.
Meese send your resew to Bos 32-1 C/0 Murray
ledger and Times, (103 N. 4th St.) giiiing marital.
states; past •sperience, *amok.* end references. _
441 ACRES, just listed, ideal
for cattle or horses,
mostly fenced with about
18 lendable acres, tobacco
base, and year around
creek through property.
Priced to sell at $12,500.
Moffitt Realty Company
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
ONE AND 1,-2 mile south, 3
bedroom, 1 bath home on
1 acre shaded lot. This
home. has a partially
fenced yard, nice or-
chard, good garden spot.
Priced to sell at $22,500.




Charm, distinction with choice
leadscaping and private CAW
tverd give this hi-Nivel • pit-
ied toilet ler retared,
carefree living. Leek, the. give
es an offer ea this Mow
bialreew,witi wasenste fondly
menu -• very livable home. Call
tedayl Oweer i.ys "Get IMO of-
fer".
Nestled I his trees will
terraced gardens, hobbling
Orem, is tbis few bestrewn
redwood located a Robertson
Scbeel District. Yea will have to
see Otis new listing to ap-
preciate Ow speciosa 7700
aware feet of living ii- acre
let....ppreprierte for family wilt
teisiongors or provides separate
Rains goarters for is ileac
11111.5001 REAL ISTATI
753-3263
Across free Post Office
FIVE ACRE tracts in the
Ken Shores Estates near
Chandler Park at Hamlin,
Ky. These are located in
an exclusive development
on Kerby Jennings Trail.
Only a short distance to
lake and boat launching
facilities. Electric and
phone are in the area. On
black top road.
Reasonably priced. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Office (502) 753-0101
ftesiclenCe... 50211534531.
nr v4A6 EASY. TOLD HIM IF HE DIDN'T
QUIET DOWN "THE CIA WOULD GET
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licelsed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44 Lots For Sale
$10.DOWN, will buy a large
(100' x 200') Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
LOT FOR sale in Can-
tebury, trees, city street
lights; call 753-6183.





will find a large selection
In -all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent 753-
1607, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M.L.S.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-




Honda, new tune-up chain
and battery. Custom
paint. Call 436-5552. Best
offer.
1972 175 SL HONDA. $275.
1963 Chevy, 2 door, 6





HONDA QA50 mini bike. In
good condition. Phone 753-
2965.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.





condition. Great for dune-
buggy, baja, or bug also
air shocks and mag
wheels with adaptors.
Cali 753-8046 after 6p. m.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 VEGA VAN. Best
offer. Call 753-7576.
TWO 1970 Chevrolet
Pickups, one- 1970 GMC
pickup. Call day or night
436-5366.
1972 GREMLIN air con-
ditioned, tinted wind
shield, radial tires. 21 to
24m. p. g., standard shift.
$1600. Call 753-6387.
BY OWNER. Six room
house with large shady
lot. At Lynn Grove. Call
753-3593.
MODERN TWO bedroom
house. One acre, on 121
west. Five miles out. Call
489-2246.-










900 KAWASAKI with wind
jammer. 650 Triumph





Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Memo ewowl *RR soperutes1 over zo yews. De iset is,. WV cosine
us$11 jib is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914






1972 NOVA. Power steering
and brakes. Tape player.
Call 753-2769.
1973 DODGE VAN. V-8
automatic. Custom in-
terior. Wheels and side
pipes. Call 435-4550.
1975 THUNDERBIRD,
6,000 miles with moon
roof. Call 753-6156.




pick up long wheel base.
Phone 753-0100. '
1965 BUICK LA SABRE.
Power, air, brakes,
steering. $350 Call 753-
6703.
1973 T-BIRD, 51,000 miles
White on white with navy
blue interior. Good




Full power. air con-
ditioning. $65000. Phone
436-5485.
1963 CADILLAC sedan De
Vile. Full poster, good
running condition. $400.00
or best offer Phone 753-
1515
50. Campers
CA MP-A.RAM A Sales,
Coachman. Trail Star,
-Fold down ormttle-: Good
used,trailers,..12 rn* e611











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or

















Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-












Rigid Vinyl,- -No down -
payment. Free estimates.





















Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat 1J7E, A big machine










with an elderly lady. Days
or nights. Worked 5 years  


















trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CARE--
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient servite. No job






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
54 Free Column
THREE I WEEK old





Hauling. White with tiger stripes.
' ----Four kittens: Need good
  homes. Call 753-3096.
WANT TO 1)(10 some in or
outside painting, expert
hand, or carpenter work.
Call 753-3921.
TWO KITTENS, one yellow
striped, one black. Call
753-4827.
Dial-A-service
00 ( Thi• alphabetized pagetwill run week4 •- clip it front OS










L._ . - ..
24 Hoar Wrecker Service
753-3134 753-3303 753-6177
1301 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
Police
753-1621
New & Used Tractor Tires Murray Carpets Cleaned
OERIlarSRepaired MetalFluid Service 753-0359
Highest Prices Paid


























if it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
Room Additions
753-7915
753-9437Cabinet Work Commercial, Residen-
tial
753-7414 Farm Building, rusty 753-0961 East Side Small
436-5840 roofs,















Reroofing Cleaning 1753-3037 Service, Inc.
Repairs Dunn Furniture While You Wait


























lee Taws, hedge Amilts, eau
pitA iii. 444. We a ev, ..e.





dia., as, .....• ....• csiten
fersitere &Gee jacks into 1
100 S. 13th St. Free Estimate 753-1916 I
wow 'eels. ittc.
753-5703Murray, Ky. 489-2127 or
[753-3914 489-2450 Between 5:30 & 6 00





Senife Ill %TER .; •s
' -A- owe,
-I
.,w fatth ..s  of O asssieds•I
• DAILY SERVICES • CARPETS
• FLOORS • WAILS I FURNITURE




















_and parts, -- -
We Service All Brands!!!
21 Hour Service
ANDERSON ELECTRIC





. Farley of . 1000-1;llive
Street, Murray, died Sunday at
1:08 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 83 years
of age and a retired carpenter.
Mr. Farley and his wife, the
former Eva Lawson, who
survives, were married
November 1, 1914. He was a
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ. Born March
11, 1892, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Guy
Farley and Ada Blakely Farley.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eva Farley; one son, Max
Farley, Murray; six daughters,
Mrs. J. P. tf.aura) Parker and
Mrs. Charles N. (June ) John-
son, both of Murray, Mrs. John
M. I Gray) Morgan, Hazel, Mrs.
Jesse (Ruby Lee) Brandon,
Paducah, Mrs. Paul (Bobbie)
Burks,' Lone Oak, and Mrs,
Ronald ( Jo Annettee) Urton,
Durant, Okla.; one brother,
Porter Farley, Murray; sixteen
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Hollis Miller
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Mat
Stubblefield, James Patterson,
John R. Hendon, Jim Hurt, Guy
.Spann, and 011ie K. Stub,
Carroll W. Jackson
Dies At Age Of 48;
Funeral Is Today
DETROIT (AP) - The FBI presidency from Fitzsimmons. 
BRAGA, Portugal (AP) -
continued its search for Jimmy One theory under investigation 
More than 30 persons were
Hoffa today after a promising is that gangsters killed Hoffa 
wounded or injured early today
lead went nowhere. . because they feared he would 
as several hundred crack Por-
rvices_ or cam:AL Bloodstains on the 
upholstery eliminate profitable dealings 
tuguese marines armed with
W Jackson of Puryear, Tenn., of 
seriecTititoproveTnThe
_Emnerituie
`'wi tit" the" preSI?n't Teidrister 41444"*"*"1"11""r-ehlhe' and
are being held today at two p.m. 
. — -
fish gore, a source close to the
at the LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway investigation said 
Sunday. The
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with FBI would not comment on the
Bro. Charlie Sweatt officiating. results of its chemical analysis.
Burial will be in Mt. Pleasant Meanwhile the son of the
missing ex-Teamsters boss, De-
troit attorney James P. Hoffa,
said he hopes for a break in the
case soon.
"We are again running down
many more leads which are
coming in from all over the
country," he said. "Each piece
is part of a puzzle which might
lead to a solution of the abduc-
tion or whatever it is.
"We're encouraged by some
of the information. We know a
lot more than we did two days
ago. We hope something will be
.breaking soon," he said. It was
his only public comment on the
case all weekend.
The 62-year-old Hoffa van-
ished 12 days ago after telling
his family he was going to a
luncheon engagement with re-
puted Mafia figure Anthony
Giacalone and two other men.
Hoffa's car was found the next
morning in the parking lot of
the restaurant. No solid clue to
Cemetery at Claytontown.
Mr. Jackson, age 48, a
disabled farmer, died Saturday
at eleven a.m, at the University
of Alabama Hospital, Bir-
mingham. He was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born July
25, 1927, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of Mrs.
Hinda Paschall Jackson, who
survives, and Bob Jackson who
died March 11, 1971.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Jackson, and two sisters,
Mrs. Sue Bell Hall and Mrs.
Virginia Overca§t, both of
Puryear, Term.; two brothers,
Norman J. Jackson, Taylor,
Mich., and Robert E. Jackson,
Puryear, Tenn.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of dacha of local interest at noon
today furalahed to the Ledger & Times by
Slum Co. are as follows:
his fate has yet surfaced publi-
cly.
In predawn hours Saturday,
FBI agents seized a car belong-
ing to , scin ,Jogy.
floff a's foster son Charles
"Chuckie" O'Brien had told the
FBI he borrowed the car and
was driving it near the time
and place where Hoffa dropped
from sight. O'Brien said the
car seat was stained with
dripping blood from a thawing
40-pound salmon he delivered
that day to Teamsters vice
president Robert Holmes.
Agents confiscated the car to
determine whether it was in-
volved in Hoffa's dis-
appearance. Sources close to
the probe say O'Brien and
Hoffa had a falling-out several
months ago, and that O'Brien
sided with Teamsters president
Frank E. Fitzsirrunons, Hoffa's
bitter rival.
Told of the report that his
-story about fish blood had been
supported, O'Brien said,
"That's pretty good." He said
he would hold off further com-
ment until the FBI announces
its findings officially.
Investigators still favor the
theory that Hoffa was kidnaped
or killed to prevent his ex-
pected bid to regain the union
archy. No solid evidence has
yet surfaced to support such
theories, however.
Fitzsimmons, interviewed in
Dallas Saturday, said, "I have
no idea where he is. I know
nothing about what happened to
him."
He was scornful of specula-
tion about underworld in-
volvement. "What would the
underworld have to do with
this? I don't know where you
guys get all this."
-There is no power
struggle," Fitzsimmons de-
clared. "Jimmy and I have
been friends for 40 years.
We've had our differences on
philosophy but there's nothing
personal. No falling out."
Fitzsimmons also noted that
Hoffa is barred from union ac-
tivity until 1980 by the terms of
his release from prison under
former President Nixon. But
Hoffa is known to have been
seeking ways around the ban
and was believed to be plan-
' ning to run against Fitz-
simmons for the Teamsters
presidency in 1976.
 , uch Of State's $3.5 Million
Goodrich 10% A
blefield. Burial will be in the 
s
Gulf Oil 303/4
- -Igen& ear- ire"The-weetaatesteirlr-sfWailk' StinCe-.
Pennwaft  2394 +9i
Murray_cit 
in ca Business witH-,y Cemetea. Quaker Oats  16 -9%
Singer • 12% -3/4
funeral. home.
FBI Continues Search For
Hoffa; Promising Lead Fizzles
Dozens Wounded And Injured In




Mrs. Nora L. Campbell of
Murray Route Five died Sunday
at 1140 p. m. at the Murray- Texaco
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was 80 years of
age and was a memberl-iethe
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
She was the wife of Clennis H.
Campbell who died in August
1960. Born August 20, 1894, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Nathan
Rushirig and Mary Jane Cook
Rushing.
Mrs. Campbell is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Lennis
Audie ) Robinson, Las Vegas,
Nevada; two sons, Cliff Camp-
bell, 1510 Dudley, Murray, and
Campbell, 1415 Dudley,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Eunie
McIntire, Allen, Okla.; twelve
grandchildren; fourteen great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held at the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
with Rev. Jerrell White and
Airco  19k5








West Union   ' . 13% -%
Zenith 24% -3/4
Prime of stack of IOW timed at now.
EDT, today, furradiod to dba Ledger. &
Tunes by First of Ifintiona, Carp., at
Murray, are as follows:
U. S. Bottles 53/4 Alli
Kaufman & Broad 6% Ati
Ponderosa Systems 999 -94
fOrxiberlv aark WA -96
Union Carbide 011% Ai
-- ̂ lac
 24% -3/4
General Elec. 443/ 4ii
GAF Corp 103/4 3/4
Georgia Ps
Pfizer .
hal Walters 37 unc
Kirsch 13/4 +3/4
403/4 -3/4
Franklin mint 2214 -3/4
 403/4 -3/4




Revival services are now in
progess at the Martin's,Chapel
United Methodist Church and
will continue through Friday,
August 15, with services each
evening at seven o'clock.
Speakers will be Ed Crump,
Monday, Jim Fisher, Tuesday,
Fred Morton, Wednesday,
Julian Warren, Thursday, and
Glen Hill, Friday.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman. said.
Friends Of Administration
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Most of Kentucky's $3.5 million
insurance business apparently
continues to go to friends of the
administration in power.
Democratic Gov. Julian Car-
roll says he has intervened on
the behalf of several insurance
agencies, but maintains no
state insurance coverage has
beep- awarded solely on the
basis of "what might be called
political favoritism."
Insurance Commissioner Har-
old B. McGuffey, directly re-
sponsible for the assignment
state insurance contracts, says
he often follows the wishes of
state Democratic headquarters
in the distribution of state busi-
ness.
"1 would certainly rather do
business with a friend than
someone's that mad at me or a
foe," added McGuffey, insur-
ance chief under Carroll and
his Democratic predcessor, for-
mer Gov. Wendell Ford.
Carroll said, in prepared
comments, he "rarely" dis-
cusses insurance contracts with
McGuffey. But his statement
continued, "I would do so when
I feel that an -agency has been
unfairly excluded previously
from consideration or when I
feel a particular agency has re-
ceived more consideration than
the size of their business jus-
tifies."
He explained further, in a re-
cent interview, "we have not
awarded any insurance - at
least any I'm aware of - on
the basis of what might be clas-
sified political favoritism. We
just have not practiced that."
"Discretionary" was the
word used by former governor,
now U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford's
press aide Tommy Preston to
describe the state's multi-mil-
lion dollar insurance business.
"I think it would be absolute-
ly impossible to find a governor
who gave an insurance policy
or recommended an agent for a
policy that wasn't a friend of
The date and time will fie
Rev. Loyd Perrin officiatingtro
nounced later. • Forecasts--Beins -g ReadiedBurial will be in the Barnett
Cemetery with the
Churchill Funeral Home where By Agriculture Departmentarrangements by the Max
friends may call after four p. m.
today (Monday) 
Mrs. Clark Dies At
Home; Funeral Is •
Being Held Today
Mrs. Van ( Edna Purdom )
Clark of Murray Route Three
died Saturday at 3:30 p. m. at
her home. She was 89 years of
age.
The Calloway County woman
• was married to Van Clark, who
survives, on November 30, 1911.
She was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Born
September 11, 1885, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late J. R. Purdom and
Frances Fatrell Purdom.
Mrs. Clark is survived by her
husband, Van Clark, and one
niece, Mrs. Wybert (Ruby)
Morris, Murray Route Three:
two nephews, Prentice Lassiter,
Murray, and Purdom Lassiter,
Murray Route Three.
Funeral services' are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. C. C.
Brasher, Rev. Harold Lassiter,
and Bro. John DaW officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Guy Luther, Bill Harrell, Nick
Horton, Obert Garland, Don
Ovebey, and Alvin( Futrell.




,vrvices will be held at the tors to spark a reversal of the
Iwo Heights Pentecostal U.S. agricultural pattern 
from
hureh on Thursday, Augutl4. surplus and,loiv fttud_prices to
-Carlin) at 7:30 p. M. relative 
sCarcitY and two years
Th•-(rT Ikdford- oT r51iiden;--44 -400d-pr-iee-biltes of44.5--per
'I iain_ will be_the speaker and cent a year.
is invited to attend, a 
MF--,iartment
r ), Imkosman said has predicted a 6 to 8 per cent
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
Agriculture Department is
readying its forecasts of the
1975 corn crop and of other
farm production, figures that
will give some clues as to com-
ing food prices for consumers.
The department's crop moni-
toring experts and forecasting
economists planned to release
the data after commodity trad-
ing ends today. This timing re-
duces disruption in markets.
The corn crop, keystone of
-the U.S. food Supply, originally
projected within a range of 5.7
billion to 6.4 billion bushels for
harvest this fall, was estimated
last month at 6.05 billion bush-
els. That would be a 30 per cent
increase over last year's weath-
er-reduced production.
The supply of corn is a prin-
cipal factor in the cost of feed-
ing cattle, hogs, chicken g and
turkeys. That, in turn, in-
fluences the cost of meat to
consumers.
Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
But has asked grain-exporting
companies to hold up on any
further sales to the Soviet Un-
ion until after the more up-to-
date picture of American sup-
plies shown by today's report.
The Soviets have bought 9.8
million tons of grain this year
from the United States but are
reported to need more.
The Russians' 1972 purchases
of 19 million tons of U1S. grain
combined with several other
uncommon world economic fac-
over-all increase in food prices
this year, but other government
officials have predicted higher
levels.
Today's report was the first
to provide an estimate of 1975
soybean production.
The department has been
projecting a production range
of 1.4 billion bushels of soy-
beans, a considerable increase
over last year's 1.23 billion but
still below the 1973 bumper
year when 1.55 billion bushels
were harvested.
The recent Soviet purchases
have not included soybeans.
Wheat production this year
David B. Taylcir,. son
and Mrs. Robert P.
of itdr.
Taylor,
was estimated last month at
2.19 billion bushels, up 22 per
cent from last year.
tear gas drove back an angry
mob of Roman Catholics at-
tacking the Communist party
headquarters here.
The show of force was the
strongest yet by the armed
forces in the conservative north
where four persons have died
in violent protests against the
leftward trend of the military-
dominated government.
Police said the injuries were
caused by stones and paving
bricks thrown by the crowd, es-
timated at up to 500 strong, and
by shotgun fire from the be-
sieged Communists. Some of
the injured were in serious con-
dition.
After a night of unsuccessful
Former Murrayan
Files Law Suit
charges by the marines, five
armored cars and two truck-
loads of reinforcements were
rushed to Braga early today
and finally succeeded in clear-
dreds of rounds of ammunition
into the air, chased the rioters
up side streets, clubbed them
and sealed off the besieged
Communists.
The scene outside the Com-
munist offices at dawn resem-
bled a battlefield. Big rocks
and heavy sticks littered the At Conference
ground. An auto set ablaze by
the mob was still smoking. School administrators from
The violence grew out of a
omanssstraivtieonanlisu-gleyrnmbeynt dem 
around the Commonwealth
_ including Edward Curd, In-
mare struction Supervisor, Calloway
than 
course
erotoesf p ting County Schools, attended ae
conference on instructional
15-month-old Portuguese revolu- 
ofuo: 
Catholic ote rmiadili 
supervision held recently in
,
It spiraled quickly as the 
The conference was held ata io station. 
takeover Lexington.
the recommendation of the
Communists, a minority politi- state Advisory Council for
cal group backed by 12 per cent Supervision, a group appointed
of the voters in recent elec- last March by Dr. Lyman V.
tions, refused to be driven from Ginger, superintendent of
their offices. public instruction.
"The attackers were real Conference participants
hoodlums," commented a po- developed a list of .suggestions
liceman. "What remained of an fOr improving instructional
orderly Catholic meeting was a supervision in local dist:lets.
real rough bunch of toughs. All These suggestions will be used
men, mostly youths." by the Department of
More than 500 demonstrators Education's Bureau of In-
attacked the building three struction to formulate a state
times, smashing windows each plan and guidelines for in-
time. They were driven back structional supervision, ac-
by gunfire from inside. At least cording to Garland Kemper,
one soldier was injured, director of supervision and
Troops surrounded the build- accreditation for the Bureau of
ing and the mob dispersed to Instruction.
wreck the offices of the Portu- Most Kentucky school
guese Democratic Movement systems employ instructional
(MDP), a Communist satellite, supervisors who work with
party; a Communist library, teachers to improve in-
and the law office of a Comrnu- structional methods,
nist sympathizer.
--3.4...wesepthe -parrot the' titan heirpttatt- -- Vieh Pleadeff "Eilielf-th-121Er
and failure by the Roche
Laboratories, a division of
Hoffman La Roche, Inc., to




agent who has received several
state contracts was more blunt.
"I worked with the party," he
said. "I've contributed to the
party. I've been a Democrat.
I've been in fiublic office and I
just know what's going on."
The state currently has con-
tracted for about 1,400 policies
to insure a wide variety of
stateproperties and personnel.
In recent years, health and
life insurance for state employ-
es has been put out to bid, but
all other insurance is assigned
without such bidding. Such bid-
ding was strongly recommend-
ed in a 1960 study of the state's
system by the University of
Kentucky Bureau of Govern-
mental Research, but has not
since been instituted.
The largest of the state pol-
icies now assigned without
competitive bids is a $2.1 mil-
lion a year policy for its work-
mens' compensation program.
A Department of Insurance
study in 1967 recommended the
purchase of state coverage
directly from insurance com-
panies, thus eliminating the
hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars paid out in agents' fees,
usually running about 25 per
cent of the sale.
Such a direct-buying system




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - "One thing is sure. A high-
Highway target shooters and way sign rarely wears out in
sign stealers cost Kentucky Kentucky. It is stolen, shot up,
$150,000 a year, according to smeared or run over by a car
state traffic director B.R. Fle- or mower."
ner.
Flener says about 3,000 signs
are stolen each year and hun-
dreds of others must be re-
placed because they've been
shot full of holes, painted, cov-
ered with political stickers, or
otherwise ruined.
It's not known how many MISSOULA, Mont. (API
traffic accidents are caused by Country music singer Hank
missing warning signs, Flener 4 Williams Jr. was in fair condi-
said, but the loss of stop show,- tion today after suffering
the most popular with thieves, serious head injuries in a fall
can have obvious consequences, while hiking in the mountains.
"It's a game with some kids, Williams had been listed in
but a highly dangerous game," critical condition after the fall
he said. "The signs could be Saturday, but a spokesman at
found, if we looked hard the Missoula Community Hospi-
enough, in college dormitory tal said Sunday night his condi-
rooms, or in kids' roovs at tion had improved and was
homes."
Flener said the state was 
stawbilieliams,
26, Slipped on a
-stied recently over -allegations snow field near the creSt ,of the
that a missing stop sign was in- Continental Divide and fell an
Keniana Shores, Hamlin,- has volved in a traffic death •near estimated 500 feet. The incident
finished bask training at the Paducah. 'He said the.plaintiff occurred near Ajax Lake about
Great lakes Naval Training was denied damages because 50 miles southwest of Butte.
Center, Illinois, and is wen- . the state hadn't' had time to to- Gwendolyn Sue Williams said
ding fourteen days' leave ,with place the sign. she thought her husband would
his parents. He will return ro- "We replace them imme- have to remain in Missoula for
Great Lakes-to_enter. .diatel)-Arben-we team- they*ewt-eymee-to four weeks.,
Engine School. Taylor is a 1975-
- -
missing," he said. "But some- "It's a miracle he's alive
Audi-dieb-Mlioway TiruTri -ttmes it isirmatter of days be no brain damage." 'The




The widow of a Montana State
University drama professor and
a former Murray resident has
filed a $2 million suit against a
New Jersey drug firm and the
University of Utah Medical
Center in Salt Lake City.
Mrs. Jane Jones Fitch claims
use of the drug, Valium, a
tranquilizer, drove her
husband, Joseph C. Fitch, 53,
into a depression which resulted,
in suicide on November 22, 1974.
The suit alleges malpractice
Communist headquarters and
for three hours tried to break
through the military cordon,
hurling tiles, paving stones and




Supervisors and the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development sponsored the
conference.
Nixon Agrees To 'No Holds Barred'
Interviews With TV's David Frost
LIDS.ANGFIF-S (AP) - For-
mer President Richard M. Nix-
on has signed a contract to do
a "no holds barred" series of
television interviews, David
Frost says.
Frost would not disclose the
price tag agreed to by Nixon.
In a press conference Sun-
day, the British interviewer
said Nixon agreed to discuss
the events, collectively dubbed
Watergate, which led to his be-
coming the first U.S. president
to resign his office.
Although no arrangements
have been made yet to air the
interviews on American tele-
vision, Frost said the four 90-
minute programs would be dis-
tributed to stations throughout
the world.
"No subject, including Water-
gate, has been barred" Frost
said.
He estimated that Watergate
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 11.1075
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1134 Est 500 Barrows &
Gets 1.25-1.50 higher Sows 50-1.50 higher
with most advance on weights over 500 lbs
US 1-2 X0-300 lb. $57.75-511.00 few 58.25
US 1-3 200-40D lbs 657 30-57.75
US 24240-250 lbs 656 75-57.30
US 5-#M-U0tbs $36.25.01.f5
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $49 50-50 50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs  649 50-50.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 450 50-51 50
US 2-3 300-500 I bs  448.50-49.50
Boars $38 00-40.00
would consume about a quarter
of the 20 taping sessions to be
held. He did not say when they
would start.
Spokesmen for the CBS and
ABC television networks in-
dicated they would not be inter-
ested in buying the interview.
NBC, which could not be
.reached for comment, had been
bidding for the television rights
to Nixon's memoirs, but a net-
work spokesman said last week
NBC dropped out of the bidding
at $700,000.
The three commercial net-
works have made a practice
not to buy news specials devel-
oped outside their control. The
Public Broadcasting System is z 
in financial difficulty, so dis-
tribution in the U.S. would like-
ly have to be done via syndica-
tion.
Frost, who said he was acting
for a consortium of inter-
national television organ-
izations, would not disclose the
composition of the consortium.
He said he completed con-
tract negotiations Saturday
night at Nixon's San Clemente
home midway between San
Diego and Los Angeles. Satur
;
1. 
day was the first anniversary
of Nixon's resignation and de-
parture from the White House.
He said Nixon did not "want
to appear to intervene in the af-
fairs of the United States," so
the broadcasts will be delayed
until after the November 1976
elections.
"I have no reason to believe
that former President Nixon
vvil be anything but candid,"
Frost said. He said the 13-page
contract gives the interviewer
"total editorial freedom" in
content and editing, and there
is no obligation to submit ques-
tions beforehand.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by 5:30 p. in. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. in. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
. m.
Prompt Al. Service
For experienced breeding assistance - and a wide
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